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PREFACE
The material presented in Chapter I on secondary emission 

hy electrons and positive ions has been obtained from the published 
literature, although an attempt had been made to bring out those 
aspects vhich are relavent to secondary emission by positrons.

In Chapter II the basic suggestion that positrons might 
liberate secondary electrons by a potential ejection process was 
due to Dr. S.C. Curran, who also suggested the use of an electron 
multiplier for detecting the secondary electrons. The more 
detailed discussion on potential ejection by positrons was an 
attempt, by the Author, to consider the mechanisms proposed by 
Hagstrum for positive ions in relation to positrons. In the 
remainder of Chapter II Part 1 the Author considers some known 
differences in the behaviour of positrons and electrons ffcm the 
point of view of the secondary emission of these particles.
The second part of Chapter IÎ, dealing with the proposed experimen
tal method for investigating secondary emission by positrons, is 
original.

The apparatus was designed by the Author and constructed 
with the co-operation of the Laboratoiy workshop Staff. Most 
of the electronics was of standard design, but the 8 KV power 
supply (section HI.2) and the special low frequency aii^ifier 
(Section V.5) were designed and constructed in the electronics 
Laboratoiy.
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The preliminary experiments on the multiplier performance 
described in Chapter HI were carried out by the Author*

The experiments on the relative secondary onission of elec
trons and positrons described in Chapter IV, and the first 
two experiments in the main experimental investigation using 
copper 64 sources, described in Chapter VI, were carried out by 
the Author with the assistance of Mr* P* Carmichael B*Sc*
The remainder of the experimental work was carried out by the 
Author unassisted*

The tentative explanations for the rehults suggested in 
Chapter VII are due to the Author, although a number of discussions 
on the interpretation of the experiments have taken place, 
notably with Dr* S. C* Curran*
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SUMMARY
In Chapter I the existing literature on secondary emission 

is reviewed from the point of view of possible effects which 
might be observed with positrons. Secondary emission by 
electrons of energy ̂ 2  KeV has been extensively studied, and work 
on positive ions has been reported. No work at all on positrons 
has been published, and in the energy region covered by the 
present research ( 5 “ 500 KeV) there has been no theoretical
work and practically no experimental work on electrons.

Some sinple theoretical ideas concerning secondary emission 
by positrons are put forward in Chapter II. Secondary emission 
by "Potential Ejection", lÆiich has been observed for positive 
ions but is impossible for electrons, is considered as a possible 
process for positrons; if such a process can occur for positrons 
it would only be prédominent for particles with an energy leV. 
Seme known differences in the behaviour of positrons and electrons 
are then discussed, from the point of view of any effect these 
might have on the secondary emission of the particles. It is 
concluded that no large differences are to be expected in the 
energy range which can be investigated by experiments which are 
feasible at present. The second part of Chapter II outlines 
the basic principle of the experiment, which was to compare the 
secondary emission by positrons and electrons of the same energy

xii



under identical conditions of geometry and target surface.
A spectrometer and a copper 64 source, which emitted positrons 
and electrons, provided focused beams of particles* The secondary
electrons were detected with an Allen type electron multiplier, 
and the number of primary particles was counted with a thin 
windowed Geiger counter#

Chapter III describes the electron multiplier and the 
associated electronics, and discusses briefly some measurements on 
its performance.

In Chapter 17 a preliminary experiment on secondary emission 
without using the spectrometer is described, which confirmed 
that there were no large differences in secondary emission by 
electrons and positrons at high energies.

Chapter V describes the spectrometer and the rotating coil 
method used to measure the magnetic field*

Chapter VI describes the main experiments to determine ^  , 
the relative secondary emission of electrons to that of positrons. 
Some absolute measurements were also made. It was found that 
above -v 50 KeV ̂  was about 1.04; as the energy was reduced 
began to rise rapidly, exceeding 2 below 10 KeV. As such large 
values of ̂  were not expected on any existing theory, a very 
thorough investigation was carried out to establish that the 
results were not due to any instrumental errors. The final results.
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for platinum, after all the corrections, none of Thich was very 
large, had been applied, were as follows

Energy
KeV

6.5 1,0 50-500

1 3.25 ±  1.15 1.7 4 0# 3 1.2 + 0.1 1 .04 + 0.025

A copper-beryllium target gave similar results*
In the final Chapter seme tentative explanations for the results 

are put forward# For energies greater than 100 KeV a semi- 
quantitative theory is given* It was assumed that the secondary 
yield was proportional to the energy loss of the particles, and 
that a primary could produce a secondary as it entered the target, 
or as it left the target, if it did so as a result of scattering 
within the target. Using recent data on the energy loss of 
positrons and electrons, and the results of Seliger, yàio found that 
electrons were backscattered by ̂  ^O/o more than positrons, values 
of ̂  of the right order of magnitude are predicted. Below^ 100 
KeV the simple theory breaks down, but other factors which became 
inportant at lower energies enable this theory to be extended, so 
that it can possibly account for the results down to 20 KeV.

This extended theory does not seem adequate to explain the

» v
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large values of observed below 20 KeV# Some very tentative 
ideas are put forward concerning processes by which positrons 
and electrons might liberate secondary electrons, which suggest 
qualitatively that electrons may be favoured. It is concluded 
that more experimental and theoretical work is required before 
the results at low energies can be understood.
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PRINCIPLE SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

............. .. . Secondary emission.
Primary  ............. Primary particle.
Secondary  ............. Secondary electron.

....... ............... Energy of primary particle.
E  ......................Energy of secondary electron.s
S.E.C., S .......... . . Secondary emission coefficient.

S*........... . .  ̂for primary electrons and positrons
respectively.

§ ........................ Average S.E.C. over a source spectrum.
 ......... i for electron and positron sources,

respectively,
Rp .. .. .. .... .. ... ... Range of primary particle in target.
Rg  ....... . Mean range of secondary electron.

 .... .. .... . ... Reflection coefficient.
 ....    for electrons and positrons

respectively.
E . . .. ............... .. The efficiency of the multiplier for

primary electrons reflected from the
first dynode*

R = E/$ .................  The ratio of the efficiency of the
multiplier for primary electrons 
reflected from the first dynode, to its 
efficiency for detecting secondary 
electrons liberated at the first dynode.

^ ... . . ............. . The ratio of the count rate for an
™ electron source to that for sodium 22

positrons; measured with the multiplier.
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Ç      .... . As^n, but measured with the Geiger
^ counter.

^  ^  /vp .... The ratio of S for an electron
^ Jm / JCr ' source to"? for sodium 22 positrons.
B The spectrometer magnetic field

(gauss).
The standard field, produced by the 
Helmholtz coils (gauss).

p  .... ............ . The radius of curvature of particle
paths in the spectrometer magnet.

1,1^ The current through the Helmholtz coils.

H ...................1

1

The ratio of the electron count rate 
to the positron count rate at the 
same energy; measured with the 
multiplier.

^ .. . ........... .. .. . As but measured with the Geiger
counter.

IH  / C"= ' =— ........   The relative S.E. of electrons and
positrons.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRCDÜCTCBY REVIEW

I* 1 General
I. 1. (l) The Phenomenon of Secondary Emission. Secondary
Emission (hereafter abbreviated to "S.E.") is the liberation
of electrons vAien a surface is bombarded with particles. It(1)was discovered by Austin and Starke in 1902. Almost any 
incident particles cem produce secondary electrons, udiich may 
be liberated from metals and non metals (both conductors and 
insulators). If the target is in the fozm of a thin foil 
secondaries are liberated on the exit side as well as on the 
entrance side.
I. 1. (2) Scope of previous work and aspects to be considered in 
the Introductory. Review; Moat existing measurements have been 
made on metals and for secondaries liberated on the entrance 
side. This review will be almost entirely restricted to these 
aspects of the subject.

s
S.E. has been extensively studied for primary electrons 

of energy from 'V 30 - 2000eV. Most work has been done in 
this region because, firstly, experiments are simplest and data

% Throughout this Thesis the term**electron" will only 
be used for a negative electron.



easiest to interpret, and|secondly, because the results have 
inportant applications to electron multipliers. A few measure
ments have beai made on 8#E# by electrons of energy less than 
30 eV and greater than 2000 eV.

S.E. by positive ions has been studied by a nmober of 
workers, mainly in the energy range from a few KeV downwards.

There is a report by Berry of S.E. by neutral atoms, and
by Hereford of S.E. by mesons. No work at all has been 
reported on S.E. by positrons.

In this Chapter the existing literature will be reviewed 
from the point of view of possible effects which might be 
observed with positrons. The important features of S.E. by 
electrons of primary energy E^ 2 KeV will be summarised briefly, 
as many of the basic properties of 8#E# are relevant to any 
study of the subject. For further information about S.E. 
in this region there are several good reviews, such as by 
McKay Fcmerantz and Marshall Curran Massey and 
Burhop  ̂ who review the theoretical side in more detail, and

/o\
a book by Bruining  ̂ \  vdiich considers maiy aspects very fully. 
Measurements on electrons in the range of energy idiere 
positrons are easiest to obtain in the laboratary, i.e. 5 - 5OO 
KeV, will be discussed as fuliy as possible. T3hen the 
present research started there m.s only one rqport of work on



S.E# by electrons in this region, although some work had been done 
on the reflection of electrons, Wiich is relevant. Work on 
positive ions will be discussed, because they can liberate 
secondary electrons by an entirely different process, which is 
impossible for electrons, but may under certain circumstances 
occur for positrons.
I. 1. (3) The distinction between true secondary electrons and 
reflected primary electrons - Definition of the S.E. coefficient. 
For electrons as the primary particles it is necessary to consider 
carefully what is meant by the term "secondary electron". If 
the electrons which leave the target are examined as a 
function of their energy (denoted by E^), there are three 
distinct, but not completely separate groups of particles.

(9)These are illustrated in Figure 1, due to Rudberg and consist 
of (s), true secondaries with a mean energy of a few eV, (r), elas
tically scattered (or reflected) primary particles vhose energy 
is equal to Ê , and (u), inelastically scattered primaries with
an energy ranging from just less than E right down to E *P s

For 100*s of eV the number of true secondaries far
exceeds the numbers in the other groups. However, as E^
is increased, the number of true secondaries falls off, while
the number of reflected primaries rises, and for IT> a few

P
KeV the latter will greatly predominate. In fact these
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Figure 1* The energy distribution of the secondary electrons
(9)from silver, according to Eudberg • The energy of the 

secondary electron is denoted by 7^.
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Figure 2* The yield for platinum as a function of primary(10)
energy, denoted by Vpj according to Copelatnd *



scattered primaries can themselves produce secondaries and 
the situation becomes rather complex. High energy primaries 
will also give X-rays, which will lead to secondary electrons, 
but this effect will be very small, because, as shown in 
Section III 3*(5)> the production of secondaries by X-rays is 
an inefficient process.

If the primary particles are positively charged there is 
less confusion, as the true secondaries amd reflected primaries 
have opposite signs. The scattered primaries can, however, 
still produce secondaries. Throughout this Thesis secondaries 
produced by scattered primaries are included in the secondary 
yield.

For primary particles of either sign the True Secondary 
Emission Coefficient, hereafter denoted by S.E.C., is defined as;

8 3 Humber of true secondary electrons emitted per sec. 
dumber of primary particles incident per sec.

ft Secondary Current
Primary Current

1.2. The main aspects of work done on Secondary Emission by
Electrons of energy less than 2 KeV.

1.2 (l ) Experimental Methods used to investigate Secondary
Emission. The basic principle of nearly all methods of
determining the yield, i.e. the S.E.C. S, is to allow electrons
from an electron gun to fall on a target inside some kind of
Faraday chamber arrangement, which will enable the primary and



secondary currents to be measured directly*
The energy distribution of the secondaries may be measured 

by a retarding electrio field method, or by a magnetic method*
An important feature of all experiments is to have a very 

clean surface, as the presence of adsorbed gas atoms may have a 
considerable effect on the yield.
1.2 (2) Results of Experiments
1.2 (2a) The Yield. Figure 2 shows the variation of S against
Ep for platinum according to Copeland Platinum has the
highest value of yield for a pure metal, but the yield curve for
all other matais is veiy similar in shape. An interesting

f i 1 ̂observation, first made by Baroody ' is the existence of a
"Universal Curve" for metals. If the yield curve is plotted in
the form S ^  against E g ̂  is the maximum
value of r f and E_ _ the primary energy at which S occurs, ̂ ' p max * V wf max '
it is found the points for all metals lie very dose to one curve, 
called the Universal Curve. This is shown in Figure 3* Another 
observation is that with only two or three exceptions the maximum 
value of SfrSC. for all pure metals lies between 0.7 and 1.5, vhich 
is rather surprising in view of the fact that both density and work 
function vary widely over the periodic table.

The main features of the yield curve may be understood with 
the help of a simple physical picture. A primary electron loses
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energy by producing secondary electrons inside the metal,
and those liberated near the surface are able to escape#
For a very slow primary all the secondaries produced can
escape, and, as rises, so does the yield# A point is
readiedjp however, vdien the primary range, exceeds the mean
range of the secondaries, Rg,and these cannot all escape, but
some are absorbed# As the number of secondaries produced
per cm# of the primary path decreases when E^ increases, if
H the yield will be a maximum and will begin to fall ifp s
E is further increased# At hi^ values of E ( ̂  KeV) the P P
yield will continue to fall slowly# The yield curve at hi^i 
energies wiH be considered again in Section VI»5*(5b)#

It seems reasonable to suppose that the â »ove considera
tions would apply to 8#E# by positrons, and that these 
particles would probably behave like electrons in producing 
secondary electrons, unless some other factors, not relevant 
for electrons, became important# This possibility is examined 
in Chapter II#
I#2# (2b) Dependence of the yield on Angle of Incidence and 
Work Function, The yield is strongly dependent on angle of

n (12)incidence, as the curves in Figure 4 9due to Muller  ̂ , show#
The rise in S observed as the angle of incidence is increased 
occurs because the path of the primary electron inside the 
metal will lie nearer the surface, allowing more secondaries



to escape# These considerations also apply to high energy 
electrons, to high energy positive ions and presumably to 
positrons#

The dependence of S#E# on work function is interesting#
McKay has pdot*ted S against work function (See Figure g), 
and observed that in general a metal with a high work function 
has a hi^ S«£# This is surprising and one might have expected 
exactly the reverse; evidently other factors predominate in

(13)determining the yield# Braining ' ^  has shown that for a given 
surface a decrease in the work function does in fact result in 
an increased yield, but to a very much lesser extent than for 
photo-electric emission# Sixtus suggests that this is 
because a chax̂ ge in work function will probably be small compared 
to the mean energy of the secondaries#

/q\According to Braining ' * for very low primary energies 
(E^ ̂  50 eV) the work function is predominant in determining the 

while at hioh energiesyield, while at hi^ energies (E few KeV) density is probably
more important#

As the work function is in^rtant in determining the escape 
of secondaries, rather Ihan their rate of production. Braining* s 
considerations will probably apply to S#E# by positrons through 
any process similar to that vdiich occurs for electrons, but not 
necessarily for any other process by which positrons mi^t 
liberate secondary electrons#
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I, 2 (2c) Influence of other factors on the yield. The 8*E# 
yield seems remarkably insensitive to a great many factors e,g. 
the ten^erature of the target and Wiether the target is in the 
solid or liquid state* Most factors idiich do affect the yield 
can he shown to produce a change in the work function* Two further 
factors which are of is^ortance will he mentioned here* The 
first of these is the effect of activation, which is of great 
importance in relation to electron multipliers, and much work has

(15)been done on this subject* Figure 6 due to Allen ' shows the
effect of activation on the yield from a copper-heiyIlium alloy
(such an alloy was used by the Author)* For further details on
activation the works of Allen should be consulted* The
second factor, which is relevant to the proposed experiments, is
that the yield is independent of the primary current for metals*
(This is not the casefcr insulators iRdiere local charging up of
the surface can occur)* It follows that the work of the Author
using very small currents indeed may be linked up with other
work idiere large currents ( »-̂ Ma*s) weire used*
I* 2* (2d) Properties of Secondary Electrons* The energy
distribution of secondary electrons was mentioned in Section
I* 1* (3)* Further curves shewing in more detail the energy

«

distribution of the true secondaries are shown in Figure 7*
These were obtained by Kollath ^̂ 7)̂  using a refined technique*
He observed that all the maxima lay between 1*4̂  and 2*2 eV*
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and, perhaps rather unexpectedly, the complete absence of any(8)very low energy secondaries* Braining has suggested that 
the absence of any very slow secondaries may arise from the 
internal reflection of very slow electrons at the surface 
potential barrier of the metal* ibe distribution curves 
were almost independent of primary energy ffom 20 eV 
to 1000 eV* At greater values of more high energy “secondaries** 
were observed, but these were probably inelastically reflected 
primary electrons*

The angular distribution of secondary electrons has been 
studied thoroughly by Jonker and observed to follow a
cosine law closely* The angular distribution of the emergent 
secondaries throws light on the angular distribution at the 
point of origin* J<mker concludes ffom these and other 
measuremwts that this is isotopic*
I*2*(2e) Secondary Emission for Primary Electrons of energy 
less than 50 eV* A certain amount of work has been done in 
this region on S*E* and on the reflection (elastic and inelas
tic) of electrons from surfaces* For very slow primaries 
no distinction is possible between a true secondary and a 
reflected primary, and presumably a value of ̂  is reached 
where the primary has insufficient energy to liberate a 
secondary, and all outgoing particles are elastically or 
inelastically scattered primaries* This part of the subject



is reviewed by Braining and will not be considered further 
here.
lo 2. (3) Theories of Secondary Emission by electrons of energy 
less than 2 KeV.

Secondary Emission is a very complex phenomenon and it 
is worthwhile to outline briefly the sort of problems which 
have to be solved in aiy theoretical treatment. The 
con^lexity arises because SJB., unlike photo-electric emission, 
is a volume, rather than a surface, phenomenon. Secondary 
electrons are produced inside the metal, and must move through 
the lattice before escaping.

The first problem is the "Primary Interaction". The 
interaction between a primary particle and an electron inside 
the metal must be considered and momentum transferred to the 
latter must be calculated. It is also necessary to consider 
the "primary Energy Loss," which determines the energy of a 
primary at any depth, on which depends the ability of the primary 
to produce secondary electrons. The last̂  and perhaps most 
complicated aspect of the process, is the interaction between 
the slow secondaries moving about inside the metal with 
conduction electrons. A secondary may be scattered or absorbed 
and finally it must retain sufficient energy to penetrate 
the surface barrier and escape.

Each of these problems is difficult to solve and at

10



present each lacks a satisfactory solution* Experimental
data which would throw light on them is hard to obtain, in
particular regarding the behaviour of both primary and
secondary electrons inside a metal*

A number of theories of S*E* have been put forward*
Braining and later Jonker have developed a
phenomenological theory, which is basically a mathematical
formulation of the simple physical picture outlined in Section
1*2. (2a). It predicts the shape of the yield curve, the
existence of a Universal Curve, and the effect of angle of
incidence fairly well, but requires to assume a number of
experimental parameters* This theory is in^ortant because
it gives physical insight into the processes involved.

H (21 )Quantum mechanical theories have been developed by Prohlich
(22) (23)Wooldridge , Dekker and Van der Ziel ' ' and others, and

theories using the free electron approach have been formulated
(11) (25)by Baroody and Kadyschevitsch • Even these more

rigorous theories usually require to assume experimental
parameters in order to predict the magnitude of the yield*
The general agreement between the observed yield curve and
those predicted by the quantum mechanical and free electron
theories are shown in Figure 8, due to Brophy
Although most theories will predict some experimental results.

11
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other data will often be in complete disagreement with theory#
The best overall picture is probably obtained wi*üi a combina
tion of different theories#

In conclusion it must be stated that the theoretical 
position is not yet v e ry satisfactory and further reliable 
experimental data is required before this can be greatly 
improved#
I#3o Secondary Emission by Electrons of energy from a few KeV 

up to 500 KeV,
I©3# (l) General, This is the region where the Author*s work 
on 8#E# by positrons lies# The range was determined by the 
availability of positrons, rather than any considerations as 
to which region might be most interesting to study# In fact 
(See Chapter II, Part 1. ) one would like to investigate 
S#E« by much lower energy positrons#

Most of the Author*s measurements consisted of comparing 
S#E# by electrons and positrons, and in this ' section the 
existing date on electrons will be reviewed# Up to the time 
of the Author* 3 work there was, apart from early investigations 
by Stefaberger and Schonland only one report of

(29)S#B# by electrons in this region, by Trunp and Van de .Graaff '  

They used primary electrons of energy from 20 - 300 KeV#
Recently a further set of measurements was reported by 
Miller and Porter ^^^^from 20 KeV extending up to 1#2 MeV#

12



There is no theoretical work at all in this region^ 
probably due to the increased complexity© The primary energy

(31)loss could be treated by means of the Bethe ionization 
formula, which is well established in this region, but that 
would only be one step towards a theoretical treatment*

The experimental methods used in this region are basically 
the same as those outlined in Section I#2*(l) for lower 
primary energies, the electrons being obtained from an 
accelerator# It is important, however, to separate experiment ally 
the different groups of “secondary** particles described in 
section 1#1#(3). To do this a retarding potential method was 
used, which also enabled the energy distribution of the 
secondaries to be measured#
I#3#(2) Experimental Results, Figure 9, due to Trump and

(29)Van de Graaff ' , shows the variation with primary energy
of the total secondary yield and the high energy component of

(16)the yield# Figure 10, which is a replot by Allen ' of
Figure 9 shows the variation with energy of the low energy
component, assumed to be largely true secondary electrons*
The hi^ energy or reflected component increases with energy
up to E ^  100 - 200 KeV, after which it is practically P •
independent of energy. The constant value reached depends 
on the material and is roughly proportional to density* The

13
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yield of true seoondaries ia a decreasing function of energy
in the whole region, but falls more slowly at hi^ primary
energies until it also tends to became independent of energy
between 200 and 300 KeV# Again the value reached is roughly
proportional to the density of the material#

Trun^ and Van de Graaff observed that much of the low
energy component of the yield had energies ̂  a few eV,
and there were not many particles between 20 eV and 800 eV,
the hipest retarding potential used#

There are a few recent measurements of's#E# at very
(32)

high primary energy, such as by Eomerantz et el# at 1#3 MeV
(33)and Tautfest et al# at 100 IteV# These are not really 

relevant to the present investigation, but did show that the 
energy distribution of the slow secondaries was similar to that 
observed at low primary energy, and that the yield was nearly 
independent of energy#

If a thin target is bombarded with electrons and the 
emergent particles are examined» two distinct groups are 
observed# There is a fast group of transmitted primaries and 
a slow group of secondaries# This was examined by Wecker 
who observed that the yield of slow secondaries was of the 
same order of magnitude as that obtained for secondaries 
emerging on the entrance side# This is mentioned here because
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some of the Author’s results suggested that it might be 
interesting to observe the S#E* on the exit side produced by 
positrons.
I.Zf. Secondary Emission by Positive Ions 
1.4* (1 ) Introduction. S.E. by positive ions is in general 
quite a different phenomenon to S.E# by electrons. Positive 
ions are able to liberate secondary electrons by an entirely 
different mechanism, the process of potential ejection. As 
such a process might occur for positrons, this section will 
largely be devoted to a consideration of the mechanism of 
potential ejection, and in Chapter II the conclusions reached here 
for positive ions will be considered in relation to positrons.

Before going on to discuss potential ejection a few general
remarks will be made about S.E. by positive ions. The
liberation of secondary electrons by positive ions is very 
important from the point of view of gas discharges, where electrons 
are produced at the cathode by positive ion bombardment# S.E# 
by positive ions has not been studied to nearly the same extent 
as electron induced S.E., largely due to the difficulty of 
obtaining homogeneous ion beams, and to the fact that the state 
of the surface is of even greater inçortance than in the case of
electrons. This is because 3.E. by low energy'positive ions is
more a surface effect than S.E. by electrons, due to the extremely 
short range of slow ions.
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The general experimental methods are similar to those mentioned 
in Section for electrons* Experimental investigations
of 8*^* by positive ions of energy frcaa a few KeV downwards, 
where potential ejection is important, have been made by 
Penning Jackson Oliphant Healea and(38) (39)Houtermans , and recently by Hagstrum , vhose woik is
notable because of the care he took to obtain atomically
clean targets. Theoretical work in this energy range has

(40) (41 )been done by Oliphant and Moon , îfe.ssey , Cobas and
(42) (43)Lamb, , Shekhter , and Hagstrum. The work of

Hagstrum forms the basis of the account given below.
1.4. (2) The Theory of Secondary Emission by Positive Ions
1.4, (2a) Processes by which secondary electrons may be 
liberated. Secondary electrons may be ejected by two processes. 
Firstly there is "kinetic ejection", in iriaich the energy 
supplied to enable an electron to escape trcm, the metal, comes 
from the kinetic energy of the incident particle. This process 
can occur for S.E. by any particle, and it is the only possible 
process for electrons. The second process is that of 
"potential ejection", and has been considered in relation to 
positive ions. In this process two conduction electrons in 
the metal are involved; one neutralises the ion, and the excess 
potential energy recovered by the ion on neutralisation is

16



available to eject a second conduction electron, which appears as 
a secondary electron. The ejection of an electron from the 
metal in this way may be considered as a collision of the 
second kind between the excited atom (i.e. the ion which has 
been neutralised) and a conduction electron, or as an Auger 
process by which the excited atom de-excites itself by particle 
«nission# Oliphant and Moon considered the former while 
Hagstrum suggests that the latter is a better representation.

Kinetic ejection predominates for ion energies of more than 
a few KeV, and potential ejection is favoured at low ion energies, 
especially if the ion has a hi^ ionization potential.
1.4# (2b). The mechanism of the liberation of secondary electrons 
by potential ejection. Hagstrum considers two processes of 
potential ejection. These are the "One Stage" or "Direct" 
process and the "Two Stage" process. Althou^ the latter is more 
probable if energetically possible, the former is simpler and 
will be described in order to illustrate the basic mechanism of 
potential ejection. The two stage process, and one other possible 
process will then be mentioned.

The one stage process. The potential diagram of an atom 
with ionization potential Vi a distance d from a metal with 
work function 0  is shown in Figure 11 (a). ^  is the width of the 
conduction band and + 0 * While the approaching ion is still
outside the metal, a conduction electron e^ with a potential energy p
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below the vacuum level > pénétrât es the potential barrier and 
neutralises the ion by falling directly to the ground state*
The excess potential energy of the atom (neutralised ion) is 
equal to Vi - p and is available to eject a second conduction 
electron ê  vhich requires an energy to escape from the metal.
The kinetic energy of ê  outside the metal will be Ejj. = Vi -K - p, 
with a maximum value max. = Vi — 2 whenK = ^ and 
a minimum value min. = Vi - 2 when X = p =s W^.
The Two Stage Arocess. In this process Hagstrum assumes that the 
electron^e^ ̂ "tunnels” through the barrier to a metastable level M 
(excitation potential V̂ ), in the ion# This is the first stagd 
and is illustrated in the potential diagram in Figure 11(b)# It 
follows that this process can only occur if a suitable metastable 
level exists# In the second stage or "Auger de-excitation” a 
second conduction electron^62# falls directly into the ground state 
of the atom, and the excess potential energy recovered, Vi , 
causes ê  to be ejected with a kinetic energy where 
Bjj. max. = Vi -£<► - fS, when[y= pf, and min. = Vi -o< - Wĝ, when

P = V
In both these processes the excited atom may decay by

(43)radiation, but Shekhter has shown the probability of this is 
very small# The actual yield of se^jndary electrons observed 
is limited by solid angle considerations#
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A further process of potential ejection* Oliphant and Moon 
suggested an alternative process, in which a faster ion entered 
the metal before neutralisation. In this case the 'sdiole 
ionization potential would be available, and if a second conduction 
electron was ejected it would have a kinetic energy given by 

= Vi ^ , where ̂  is the energy required to extract the
electron from the metal# Hagstrum *s experimental results did 
not support this process and he suggested Oliphant *s experimental 
evidence for it was due to He ions in the He beam. The process 
is included here because it might occur for positrons when no 
other process was energetically possible.
I. 4# (2c) Experimental evidence for potential ejection,
Hagstrum*3 experiments yielded much data which supported the 
direct and two stage processes of potential ejection* The two 
most important results were as follows: (1 ) The observation
that for low energy ions the yield was nearly independent of 
ion energy and was larger for ions with a high ionization 
potential. (2) Good agreement between the maximum energy of 
the ejected electrons, calculated from the expressions above, 
and the measured values.
1.4* (3) Secondary Emission by High Energy Positive Ions*
A little work has been done on the S.E* by positive ions with

(44) (45)energies more than a few KeV, notably by Allen , Hill et al.
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(46)
and Aarst et al. , The main features of the yield curve are 
a broad maximum at some 100*s of KeV and high values of the yield, 
often from 10 - 15. Typical yield curves are shown in Figure 12, 
due to Allen.
1.5. Conclusion to Introductory Review

In this review an atten^t has been made to outline the 
scope of the existing work and thus to indicate which aspects 
require further study. Of these, 8*E. by positrons stands 
out, and the fact that no work at all has been done on this subject 
is itself sufficient justification for the proposed investigation. 
This investigation was largely a conparative study of S.E. by 
positrons and electrons of energy 500 KeV down to the lowest 
energy possible. (in practice this was ̂  5 KeV for positrons). 
Other reasons for such a study include the fact that there exist 
some interesting possibilities which might make positrons behave 
differently from electrons. Of these, one has already been 
discussed for the case of positive ions, and will be considered 
in relation to positrons in Chapter II. Some further considéra- 
tions which mi^t be relevant to S.E. by positrons are also 
discussed in that Chapter. A further reason for the proposed 
study is that there exists so little data on any a^^ects of S.E, 
in the energy region to be investigated. Also, the présent 
theoretical position is not satisfactory and new data on positrons
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and also on electrons zni^t throw some li^t on this, in 
particularj towards the formulation of a theory at higher energy.

The review has also attempted to bring out the aspects of 
the existing literature ̂ ich might be relevant to S«S. by 
positrons# As there is no existing work on this it has only 
been possible to consider the subject in a general way, rather 
than specifically in relation to positrons#

Most of the basic properties of S#S# hy electrons have been 
mentioned in the section dealing with lower primary energies.
In the absence of any data on positrons it seems probable that 
these general considerations would also apply to S#B# by 
positrons, unless some other factors became important for these 
particles#

The section on hi^ energy primaiy electrons was included 
in order to compare the results of the Author* s experiments 
on electrons and positrons with existing data on electrons#

The section on positive ions outlined the mechanism of 
potential ejection, which is relevant because under certain 
conditions positrons might liberate secondaiy electrons by this 
process, and behave more like positive ions than electrons# 
Electrons are not able to eject secondaries by potential ejection, 
It must be pointed out, however, as stressed in Chapter II, that 
if the process of potential ejection occurs for positrons it
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would only be predominant for very slow positrons of energy 
/-✓I eV or less. It is nevertheless inport ant because it 

does illustrate one way in which 8#E, by electrons and positrons 
could be quite different.
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CHzlPTER II
PART 1. SQI.IB THEORETICAL IPSAS CQNCERRPTa SEGORDARY EMISSION 

BY POSITRONS

There is no existing theory on S.E. by positrons and in 
the first part of this Chapter a few sinple theoretical 
considerations regarding S.E. by positrons will be given.
II, 1. (1). Potential Ejection as a possible process by 
which positrons mi^ht liberate secondary electrons.

(4.7 )An interesting possibility, first suggested by Curran , 
is that .under certain conditions positrons mi^t be able to 
liberate secondary electrons by a process of potential ejection 
similar to that known to occur for positive ions, which* was 
described in Section I. 2».. (2b). Such a process would be 
inpossible for electrons.

If a positron, as it approaches a metal surface, draws 
out a conduction electron from the metal, it may capture this 
electron and be neutralised to form positronium. This is 
analogous to the case of a positive ion becoming neutralised at 
a metal surface and the considerations put forward below follow 
the same general lines as those which were given in Chapter I 
for positive ions. The formation of positronium will make 
available a potential energy V = ^ where is the
"ionization potential" of positronium and &( is the energy 
required to extract the neutralising electron. This excess
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potential energy may produce a radiating transition of the 
excited positronium, or cause a second conduction electron 
to he ejected from the metal and appear as a secondary 
electron with kinetic energy where ̂  is the
energy required to remove the second electron from the metal#
It must he assumed that the excess potential energy will he 
given tp before the positronium annihilates, hut this is 
prohahle, as most annihilations occur in the ground state.

It can he shown theoretically that positronium has energy 
levels like a hydrogen atom, except that the reduced mass in 
the spectral terms makes the energy levels, E^, one half of those 
for hydrogen. Hence the value of for positronium is
^ X 13.6 = 6*8 eV, and = 6,8 p> .

The naximum and minimum values of can he determined 
as described in Section I, i*., (2h) for the direct process of 
potential ejection hy positive ions. For positrons the low 
value of leads to the result that Vjj. min. =0: max, =
6,8 - 2 0, where 0 is the work function of the metal. It 
follows from the value of max, that if positrons can liberate 
secondary electrons hy this process at all, they will only do so 
from metals with 0 ̂  3*4 eV,

It is possible that the further process of potential 
ejection suggested hy Oliphant and Moon for a faster ion, which
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was mentioned in Section 1,4. (2b), might be favoured for
8,E, by positrons. In such a process the positron is neutralised
inside the metal and all the potential energy recovered is
available to eject a secondary electron; the kinetic energy of the
ejected secondary, is therefore Ŷ *̂- [\ i,e, 6 ,8 — p , Thus
all conduction electrons for which pzL 6 ,8 eY are available for
ejection, and this includes many electrons too deep down in
the conduction band to take part in the other process. In
that process the positron interacts with two conduction electrons
for which (x + p ) ̂  6 ,8 eY, The maximum and minimum of Y^
for the second process are given by Yĵ min = 6,8-W^ where =
1^+0 and /<= the width of the conduction band and Yĵ  max. = 6 ,8 - 0^ 

From the value of Yĵ  max. it follows that this process can only 
occur for metals with jZJ Z  6 ,8 eY,

There is one very inportant consideration which applies to 
all the above discussion. In order to have a velocity 
conparable to that of a positive ion whose energy is less than 
^2 KeY, where potential ejection is known to occur, a 
positron would require to have an energy 'Z 1 eY, From this 
it follows that potential ejection will certainly not be 
predominant in any laboratory experiments which are feasible 
at present. It would be most interesting to examine the S,E, 
by veiy slow positrons and electrons, to see *if the former gave a
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greater yield than the latter, and a ve ry convincing experiment 
would he to demonstrate the liberation of electrons when a 
surface was "bombarded with positrons whose energy was too low 
for kinetic ejection to occur, Ho confusion between reflected 
primaries and true secondaries can arise in this case, A 
further important difference between S,E, by positrons and 
electrons which would be observed if potential ejection was 
irportant for positrons, arises in the energy distribution of 
the secondary electrons. It was shown that a potential ejection 
process can give secondaries with an energy distribution 
extending to zero, which is quite different case of 8,2, by 
electrons for which there are no very slow secondaries (See 
Section I, 2(2d) ), If feasible, experiments on the energy 
distribution of secondaries liberated by positrons should be 
fruitful. Potential ejection by positrons will certainly not 
be predominant for fast particles, because these ^end too little 
time at the surface of the metal for the positron to have much 
change of being neutralised. There is, however, a possibility 
that even at higher energies positrons might be favoured slightly, 
II, 1, (2) Further considerations regarding S ,E , by positrons.
In this section other possible differences between the S,S, of 
electrons and positrons will be considered. Some known 
differences in the behaviour of these two types of particle will 
be examined from the point of view of any effect these differences
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might have on their S*E,
One of the most striking differences between electrons and 

positrons (apart from the opposite sign of their charge) is 
that a positron when created e,g, in a p"*" emission processes or 
in pair production very quickly combines with an electron, and 
the electron-positron system so formed annihilates, usually to 
give two ̂  MeV, quanta. The life time of a positron in a metal 
i s s e c , ,  (See for example. Bell and Graham ^^^)and there 
are two possible consequences which arise frcm the rapid disappear
ance of a positron by annihilation.

Firstly, a positron which entered a metal without giving a 
potentially ejected secondaiy electron might be lost, due to 
annihilation, before it was able to produce a secondary by the 
normal process of kinetic ejection. Only secondaries produced 
within a distance Rg of the metal surface geui escape and 
contribute to the observed yield, where Hg is the mean range of a 
secondary electron. Thus the production of secondary electrons 
by a kinetic process probably always occurs whüe the positron is 
in flight. Most annihilations occur after thermalisat ion and(48) ..2Heitler showed that only w  10 positrons annihilate in flight
at energies 100's of KeV, and fewer at lower energies. Thus the
probability, P, of a positron being lost due to annihilation, 
before it was able to produce an observable secondaiy, is
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approximately the probability of annihilation in a distance Rg,
This is equal to the probability of annihilation in flight
R —2X where = the range of the positron, i,e,

Rg/Rp^ This is negligible for positrons produced in the
laboratory with energies ? a few KeV, as Rp»R^, For slower

—2positrons P may approach 10** as ^  tends to R^ and for very 
slow positrons the concepts of thermal isat ion and decay in flight 
become rather vague, and P can probably became an appreciable 
fraction,

> ' The second possibility is that the annihilation radiation
would give rise to a secondary electron. If the target is
thick enough to stop the positrons (this is generally the case for
the Author's experiments), nearly every positron will give rise
to two ̂  MeV ^T-rays emitted in opposite directions inside the
target. In order to produce a secondary electron, a iT#.ray must
first produce a fast electron by a photo-electric or Compton
process, and this electron will actually eject the slow secondary
electron. The mean free path of the ÎT-ray for these processes
is long compared with the range of the fast electron produced,
and the chance of this electron arising in the target so that
it can emerge is o n l y 1/̂, Only a fast electron which does
emerge, or at least reaches a distance *^R^ from, the surface, can
produce a slow secondary electron which will escape. If it
does, it will do so with a probability of the order the S,E,G,
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at the energy of the fast electron, i,e, ^  a few per cent*
Thus the overall probability of a slow secondary arising from 
the annihilation radiation is/v 10 *

There are some other differences in the behaviour of positrons 
and electrons, but these are usually small and in any case do not 
appear, on elementary grounds, very likely to have much effect 
on the S,E, of the particles. Among these Mott and Massey 
point out theoretical differences which are predicted in the 
scattering of electrons and positrons in a coulomb field (of a 
nucleus); considerable differences are found for nuclii of high 
atomic number, positrons being scattered less. These authors also 
discuss collisions between electrons and positrons with a free 
electron, and again predict some difference, especially for large 
scattering angles. Some experimental results published after

(50)the present research began,for example by Bascova and Gorbachev 
(51 )and by Seliger , showed that positrons were transmitted more

readily through thin foils than electrons, the difference being
snmH but not insignificant. These authors suggested this was
in fact a consequence of the unequal nuclear scattering; electrons
are scattered more and thus lost from the beam in greater nxmbers, 

(52)Seliger also found an excess of electron backscattering over
that of positrons '^30fo, at energies 100's of KeV, This he 
attributed to an integrated effect of a large number of single 
scattéring events in each of which the electrons were scattered
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throu^ a larger angle. As secondaries are produced by ingoing 
and outgoing particles (See Section I« 1. (3) ) a large 
difference in the relative numbers of positrons and electrons 
which were backscattered would be expected to give a small 
difference in the secondaiy yield#

Summarising, it must be stated that it does not appear 
likely that any large difference in S#E# will be observed in the 
region of energy covered by the experiments about to be described# 
The position at very low primary energy might be quite different 
due to potential ejection, and there is the possibility of a 
small effect arising from this at high energy# The other factors, 
with the possible exception of the unequal backscattering do 
not seem likely to have an appreciable effect on the S#£« of the 
particles#

PART 2# THE BASIC HUNCIPEES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL MSTHOD 
TO BE USED TO STUDY S.E# BY POSITRONS

i
None of the existing techniques for studying S#E# was feasible 

for experiments with positrons# Positrons required to be 
obtained from a radio-active source, and it was necessary to 
adopt a counting method to determine the number of primary and 
secondary particles# The usual Faraday chamber arrangements 
used by other workers, which measured the primary and secondary
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currents directly, were not nearly sensitive enough®
An electron multiplier seemed to be the only satisfactory

(53)arrangement to detect the slow secondary electrons and an Allen 
type of multiplier was chosen for this purpose# The first 
dynode was used as the target, and the second dynode detected 
secondaries produced at this target with an efficiency approaching 
10CÇ?# It should be noted that this arrangement involves the 
use of a curved target and a variable angle of incidence#
However, as seen in Figure 14(a), the area of the first dynode 
which is bombarded by the primary beam is approximately flat and 
gives almost nozmal incidence# In any case the same target is 
used for both particles so comparative data should be reliable#
The use of a flat target and normal incidence would destroy the 
focusing properties of the multiplier, and greâtly reduce the 
efficiency of collection of secondaries produced at the target, 
by the second dynode#

An advantage of a multiplier for detecting the secondaries 
is that it automatically separates slow secondaries from reflected 
primaries,at the primaiy energies used "by the Author# This 
is because the efficiency of the multiplier for detecting fast 
primaries reflected from the first dynode, is much less than its
efficiency for detecting slow secondaries liberated at the first

*

dynode# Measurements on the relative efficiency of the multiplier 
for detecting reflected primaries and slow secondaries will be
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discussed in Section III, 3 (?)•
The absolute number of primary particles was counted by 

means of a thin windowed Geiger counter. This had the 
advantages that its efficiency for particles transmitted by the 
window was iOQ^, that it was independent of particle energy, and
that it was very insensitive to *̂ -rays. The later fact was
important as there would be an appreciable flux of ̂  HeV ^ -rays 
from the decay of positrons not focused on the counter.

The cccplete e^erimental arrangement consisted basically of 
a source and aspectrometer, to produce a beam of particles- 
of the selected sign and energy. This beam either feil on the 
target or entered the Geiger counter, which could replace the target
behind the final collimating slit. The whole arrangement is shown
schematically in Figure 13,

In view of conplications which might arise due to the state 
of the surface, it was decided that it would be veiy much better 
to concentrate on conparing the S,E, from positrons and electrons 
cf the same energy, rather than to make measurements on positrons 
alone. The use of copper 64 as the source of positrons was 
ideal for this approach, as it also emitted electrons whose 
spectrum was similar to that of the positrons. The use of a 
coEparison method, by means of which the S,E, of the two kinds 
of particle was measured under identical conditions of geometiy, 
by reversing the magnetic field, had several other very attractive
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featureso Absolute measurements could also be madefy and for
electrons, compared with existing date, where possible*

The energy distribution of the secondaries could be determined 
by placing a fine grid with a variable potential on it between 
the target and the second dynode* Although it would have beeto 
veiy interesting to ccn^are the energy distribution of 
secondaries produced by positrons and electrons, in practice this 
turned out to be a very difficult experiment, and it was not 
carried out*

The method outlined above, essential when the primary 
particles come from a source, is much more involved than the 
usual methods mentioned in 1*2 (l)* In particular, Tdien attempts 
were made to extend measurements to the lowest energy possible 
difficulties arose due, among other factory to lack of 
particles and absorption in counter windows*

The use of an electron multiplier to detect electrons 
has been reported by Allen but its use in conjunction
with a geiger counter as a device for measuring S*E. is original*
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CHAÎNER III
THE ELECTRON MULTIPLIER AND ASSOCIATED EIECTRCHICS - EXTERIMEINIS 
ON THE MULTIPLIER lERFCmANCE
III. 1. GENERAL

The electron multiplier was a 14 stage Allen type (First
reported in 1959 by J.S* Allen The dynode assembly was
obtained in kit form from Harwell and assembled by the Author.
This Chapter describes the multiplier and associated equipment,
and outlines briefly some preliminary experiments. These were
important in order to obtain general data on the multiplier
performance and to determine the best working conditions.
Although Allen has reported measurements on similar
multiplier^ no published characteristics are available, as for
commercial photmnultipliers.
III.2* Construction of the Electron Multiplier
III.2.(l) The Dynodes. The dynodes were made from a copper-
beryllium alloy (2^ beiyllium) and activated at Harwell ty B#F.

fl5)heat treatment as described by Allen  ̂ , whose curves showing
the S.E.C. before and after activation were shown in Figure 6.

The dynodes were supported between two insulating plates 
by nickel wires which passed through holes in each plate. The 
layout is illustrated in Figure 14 (a).
HI* 2.(2} The Multiplier Base. The itiltiplier base was a 
circular piece of brass thick and 4^” in diameter; the
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insulating strips which supported the dynodes were fixed to 
this plate by suitable spacers* The wires from the dynodes 
were brought out throu^ the pins of two glass valve bases, cut 
from TO 91 valves, and fixed by cold setting Araldite to holes in 
the base plate* ^aldite was used because it made a good vacuum 
seal which had first class insulating properties* The collector 
was brought out through a 2^’* long Kovar seal passing through the 
centre of the plate* Care was taken to avoid the possibility of 
any electrical breakdown or ” tracking•• from the dynode connections, 
and, in particular, from the collector* The dynode assembly t 
mounted on the base plate, is shown in the^iotograjh in Figure 14(b) 
III* 2*(3) The Multiplier Case* This was an iron tube 3” in 
diameter and 8” long, vhich had a flange at one end through which 
the dynode assembly was inserted; a vacuum seal was made by 
an o-ring between the flange and the base plate. Thecriher end 
of the case was closed with a brass plate 4&" diameter, mounted at 
an angle of 43^ to the tube axis, which contained a rectangular 
apperture opposite the first dynode, throu^ which particles 
entered the multiplier*

The main vacuum system of the spectrometer was connected 
to the multiplier by this plate, an o-ring seal making a vacuum 
joint* The whole system was evacuated through a 2" pipe fixed 
into the side of the multiplier case* A diagram^of the case is
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shewn in Figure 15 and the multiplier in position on the 
spectrometer is seen in the photograph in Figure 33 
(Section VI, 2 (1 ) ),
III, 2, (4) The Multiplier Electronics. A high voltage supply
of 7 K7 was required to operate the multiplier, ae the gain
of such a tube is nominally a maximum with 500 volts per stage*
A suitable stabilised power unit was designed and built in the
Flectrcnica Laboratory*

It was essential that the first dynode was at earth
potential 4hd the collector at + 7 KV* If the first dynode
m s  at - 7 KV, the primary beam would be accelerated (for
positrons) or decelerated (for electrons) before hitting the
target. Althou^ this could be corrected for it would be
very confusing, especially as much work was anticipated using
primary energies ̂  10 KeV* It would also destroy one of the
most favotarable features of the proposed experiments, namely
to make measurements with the electron multiplier and Geiger
counter under identical conditions for both types of particle*
This arrangement introduced a number of prohibas concerned with

«

high voltage tracking and breakdown from components near the 
collector, which produced spurius counts* As many of the true 
multiplier pulses were only a few millivolts it was essential 
that such artificial background*' pulses should be much less than
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Figure 16. The circuit of the smoothing arrangement used to 
eliminate spurious pulses on the E«H#T# line at the multiplier#



1 millivolt# A considerable amount of time was devoted to 
obtaining the E#H#T# line at the collector f re e of unwanted 
pulses# The final arrangement is shown in Figure 16# In 
principle this consisted of removing any unwanted pulses produced 
in the power pack by decoupling with good qua^ty high voltage 
condensers^ and immez’sing these condensers and all the components 
following them,including the dynode resistor chain^ collector 
load resistance and output condenser̂  in paraffin wax#

There were two main stages in the development of this part 
of the circuit# The first stage included experiments on the 
multiplier performance and the preliminary experiment on S#E# 
described in Chapter IV# During this stage of the work the 
artificial background, i#e# the count rate «rising from high 
voltage breakdown, was some hundreds of counts per minute, 
compared with a natural background (due to thezmal emission and 
cosmic rays) o f yO ^ kO counts per minute. This m s  quite 
satisfactory for preliminary experiments but too high for work 
with the spectrometer, when count rates would often be very low# 
After the early experiments a systematic attanpt to reduce the 
artificial background to a value suitable for measurements with 
the spectrometer was made# The final arrangement, vhich is 

' shown in Figure 16, gave an artificial background of the 
order of 50^ of the natural background, a workable value.
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Most of the experiments were perfozmed under these conditions, 
hut later a few refinements, including the use of oil instead of 
wax, reduced the artificial background to zero# The improvement 
achieved in this respect is well illustrated in the curves of 
background against scaler bias in Figure 18.

The remainder of the electronics was of standard design, and 
consisted of a preamplifier and amplifier, (Tÿpe 1008}^ whose 
output pulses were di^layed on an oscilloscope and counted on a 
scaler (Type 1009©)# The control unit is shown in the photograph 
in Figure 17*

III# 3* Experiments on the Electron Multiplier performance 
III#3»(l) (l) Experimental arrangement. The spectrometer was not 
used for these experiments and the multiplier was connected 
directly to a glass tube 2** in diameter and 10** long, which 
contained an arrangement for inserting sources# The source 
holder was mounted on a rod which could slide in and out under 
vacuum by means of an o^ing seal, in order to let particles from  

the source reach the first dynode# When the rod was pushed in 
the source holder was held accurately a few cms. in front of this 
dynode by two guide rods# A sliding vacuum valve was incorporated 
so that sources could be changed without breaking the vacuum, and 
a shutter which closed the apperture into the multiplier when the 
source holder was withdrawn^ enabled the backgroimd count rate to
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Figure 17. A photograph of the control units «for the multiplier.



be taken quickly. The arrangement for inserting sources was 
also used on the spectrometer and is shown in the diagram 
in Figure 25.' (Section V.2. ). The sources used for most of the 
early work were cohalt 60 and carbon 14 (electrons),
III. 3# (2) Variation of count rate with amplifier gain 
in . 3# (2a) Fundamental considerations. It is important to 
understand what is happening in the multiplier when it is used, 
as in the Author*s experiments, to investigate the S.E. from 
primaiy particles of energy from 5 to 500 KeV^ Allen has shown 
that in this region the S.E.C, of cqpper-beiyllium is less than 1, 
Hence primary electrons will liberate either one secondary or no 
secondaries at the first dynode. It follows that the pulse 
height distribution is determined largely by the second dynode 
and to a small extent by the subsequent dynodes. If a bias curve 
is plotted, i.e. a curve of count rate against scaler bias, a point 
should be reached where all primary particles which give an 
electron at the first dynode will be recorded, and a further 
decrease in the bias (or an increase in the amplifier gain) will 
not cause any increase in count rate. This is clearly the 
correct working position for the proposed experiments, and must 
be determined.
III. 3# (2b) Experiments. Count rates were recorded with the 
source in position and withdrawn (to give the background) at
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different values of the amplifier gain and the scaler bias.
A typical bias curve is shown in Figure 18, The dotted 

line represents part of a bias curve due to Allen for a 
similar multiplier. Also shown in the figure is another bias 
curve, obtained later when the artificial background had been 
eliminated by using oil as an insulator instead of wax. This 
curve lies above the other because a slightly stronger source 
was used.

Measurements of the gain of the multiplier enabled an 
estimate of the average 8.2# of the dynodes to be made# The 
value found was <̂ 3* This was rather lower than the value given 
by Allen (see Figure 6), but the dynodes had beoa exposed to 
air for some years, and although Allen stated they were unaffected 
by exposure to air, a gradual deterioration did not seem 
unreasonable# A second multiplier tested had a slightly lower 
gain#
III# 3# (3) Variation of Multiplier Gain with £#H»T# Voltage* 
Figure 19 shows the count rate as a function of E#H#T* voltage; 
the dotted line is from data by Allmi using a similar multiplier# 
The curve rises to a broad maximum at 7 KV, corresponding to 
500 volts per stage* The most suitable working voltage was 
7 KV where a 5/i change in E#H#T# produced a 1>S change in count 
rate# The E#H#T# was stabilized to much better than 5/i*
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It shoiild. be ncted that varying the was equivalent to
altering the gain of the whole system* The optimum working 
position corresponded to the lowest suitable E.H.T* (to minimise 
high voltage breakdown) and the gain corresponding to the 
working position indicated in Figure 18,
III* 3 (4) Decrease observed in Multiplier Gain after the E*H*T* 
was switched on. It was observed that the count rate for fixed 
amplifier gain, scaler bias and E*H*T* voltage, decreased with 
time after the E*H*T* was switched on* If the E*H*T* was turned 
off for some time, when it was switched on again the count rate 
had increased, but fell off with time as before* Exposing the 
multiplier to air (E*H*T* off) always caused the count rate to 
return to normal as soon as the multiplier had been evacuated 
and tested* Although the decrease with time became much slower 
after some hours, it never became constant, even during a 
continuous run of JO hours* It was definitely established that 
this effect was due to the multiplier alone and not to any other 
part of the system* A curve showing the decrease of count rate 
with time is given in Figure 20*

This effect was not reported by Allen, although recently
(54)Barnett et al observed a decrease in gain with time similar

to that obtained by the Author* These workers, idiose results 
are shown by a dashed line in Figure 20, found that an approxi-
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mately constant value of gain was reached» This was not so 
for the multiplier used by the Author#

The variation of multiplier gain with time was investi
gated in an attes^t to eliminate this effect, which was 
unsuccessful# The explanation was probably that the insulating 
parts of the multiplier charged up slowly, or that local 
charging on the surface of the later dynodes, where the current 
was higher, lowered their S#E# The Author's observations 
favoured the second alternative#

This effect was troublesome in all the experiments, as 
corrections required to be made to standardise data, to the initial 
measurements# All the results included in this Thesis have been 
corrected for the decrease in multiplier gain# The presence 
of this variation in ^in was a further factor in support of 
the original intention to make measurements on the S#E<» of 
electrons and positrons by a comparison method# 
in# 3̂  (5) The efficiency oC the Multiplier for Y. rays.
In many of the experiments which will be described the 
multiplier was subject to a flux of V  -rays, either directly from 
the source a t from positrons which annihilated in and around the 
multiplier# It m s  therefore necessary to determine the effi
ciency of the multiplier for ^rays# This was, done by 
comparing the efficiency for 7S-rays of the multiplier, to that
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of one of the Geiger counters used for later work# Assuming 
a Geiger counter efficiency ̂  and correcting for geometry, 
the efficiency of the multiplier for i  MeV aArays was 10̂ 4*̂  
This value was quoted by Allen for a similar multiplier# It 
should be noted that the efficiency of the multiplier for V-rays 
is not the same as the secondary electron yield arising from 
3^rays produced by positrons which annihilate in the target*
(see Section II# 1# (2) )# For the former, counts arising from 
'^-rays striking any dynode are included, although the first 
dynode will give the maximum contribution; for the latter only 
counts which are produced by ̂ rays which hit the target should 
be included in the yield#
III# 3* (6) Attempts to jjlcreaise the efficiency of the 
Multiplier by increasing the size of the first dynode# In order 
to be able to use a larger target (first dynode) the effect 
of altering the size and position of this dynode was investigated# 
Snell and Miller (55) have reported'obtaining a considerable 
increase in the efficiency by this means, although no figures 
were given# The Author investigated the type of arrangement 
reported by these workers, but found that the collection efficiency 
by the second dynode, of electrons liberated at the first dynode, 
was critically dependent on the position of this dynode# The 
existing dynode layout was the optimum#
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III. 3# (7 ) The efficiency of the Multiplier for primary 
electrons scattered from the target. In Chapter II it was stated 
that the multiplier had a low efficiency for the detection of 
primaries scattered from the first dynode, compared with its 
efficiency for detecting true secondaries. It thus separated 
these two groups of particles. The efficiency for the detection 
of particles scattered from the first dynode is E = S* g f 
where ^ is the S,E,C, of the second dynode i,e, of copper-herylliuir 
for primary particles, and is the reflection coefficient of 
the first dynode, i,e, the ratio of reflected primaries to 
incident primaries; g is a geometrical factor which determines 
how many of the scattered primaries reach the second dynode 
(due to their conparatively high energy they are unaffected by 
the electrostatic focusing field of the multiplier); f is a 
fraction arising from the decrease in the gain of the multiplier 
system which detects the reflected primaries at the second 
dynode - there is effectively one less stage of multiplication.
By considering the dynode layout g was found to be about 0,33 
The value of f, determined from a bias curve was 0,9; as the 
bias curve was roughly flat at the working position, the effect 
of the multiplier having one less stage was small. Thus 
E'3rO,3è'é»j., and the ratio of the efficiency for the detection 
of primaries scattered from the first̂ ?̂  dynode, to that for
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n-f*. "khm •pTr'a+i (iimnflA i» P — /c = O* ̂  ̂  Ç /sE
isecondaries liberated at the first dynode is R =s /S = 0#3Sp S /S 

miere o is tne a#a,u* oi tne iirst aynoae*

£ may be estimated from the results of Trump and
Van de Graaff and the values of 8 for copper-beryllium and
platinum were measured (See Section V%*3* (2)), It was found that at 
high energies R ^  11ÿo for platinum and E for copper-b eryllium.
For all materials R varies approximately as 8̂ , because S j% is nearly 
independent of energy (See Section IV#6# (1 )); thus R is roughly 
constant above 50-100 KeV; below ̂ 5 0  KeV 8^ falls and R becomes 
smaller# An upper limit for R was measured using a strong gold 198 
source (electrons) in the spectrometer# The first two multiplier 
dynodes were joined together to remove the electric field between them 
(all other voltages being the same) and the count rate taken# The 
count rate obtained was due to secondaries produced at the second 
dynode by primaries scattered from the first dynode, together with 
a small contribution from secondaries produced at the first dynode 
which were drawn to the third dynode# This dynode was at a
potential of 500 volts relative to the first two# R is given
by the ratio of the count rate with the first two dynodes joined 
together to that when the multiplier was connected normally#
The values obtained for R when the first dynode was made of 
platinum and copper-'beryllium were and 9;» respectively, measured 
at 500 EeV> It is difficult to know what contribution came ffom
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secondaries produced at the first dynode, but this is likely to 
be small. The true value of R was almost certainly between the 
calculated and the experimental values, if anything nearer the 
latter. Thus the probable values of R at high energy were, for 
platinum, 12?5, and for copper-beryllium, 9/̂.
III. 3* (8). Other Factors investigated. Some other factors were
examined. The effect of light on the multiplier was practically
zero. The variation of background with pressure was measured and

-5found to be insignificant below 2 x 10 mms. Hg, from
- 5 - 52 x 1 0  - 3  or 4 % 10 mms. Eg, a slight increase was observed,

-4Breakdown began to occur at 10 mms. Hg,
III. 4-, Conclusion. Apart from the background difficulties the 
multiplier was working satisfactorily. The general performance 
was very similar to that reported by Allen, except for the 
decrease in gain with the time, and the slightly low value of gain.
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CHAPTER IV
DETERHINATIOH Ob' THE RELATIVE 8EC0HDAEY ElilSSIOH OP EIECTROHS 
AND POSITROm BT COMPARING THE AVERAGE S E C O m ^  mUSSION 
OVER THB mOLE SPBCTRI3ÎÆ FRQI FOUR ECiBCTRQH S0I3RCES AED OHE 
POSITRON SOURCE#

IV. 1. Introduction
As soon as the electron multiplier was working satisfactorily 

and preliminary experiments conpleted, it was decided to make a 
series of measurements on the relative S*E. of electrons and 
positrons using the existing experimental arrangement, and without 
the spectroneter.

Such an experiment was undertaken because it was considered 
in^ortant to obtain some data on the relative S,E. by electrons 
and positrons as soon as possible, and this approach would be 
much sirpler and -quicker than the method using the spectr erne ter.
In particular, adequate count rates would be easy to obtain in 
such an experiment, and difficulties arising frcm the multiplier 
background would be minimised. Due to the rather small transmission 
of the spectrometer, (See Section V.1. (2) ) low counting rates 
were anticipated when using it. A further advantage was that 
sodium 22 (Half-life 2,2 years) could supply positrons for this 
experiment. For measurements using the spectrometer copper 64 
(Half-life 12,8 hours)was the only source available in
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sufficient strength and only a limited amount of data could 
he obtained tram one source.

It was realised that the proposed experiment would not 
yield such valuable data as measurements made using the 
spectrometer, and some of the limitations will be discussed 
later# Nevertheless, it would be a good guide to future work 
and certainly show if there were any large differences in the 
S#E# by electrons and positrons at higher energy.
IV# 2# The Basic Principle of the Experiment# In principle, 
the method was to compare the count rate for each source, Wien 
placed a few cms# in ffont of the first multiplier dynode, (the 
target), with that obteiined when the source was placed inside a 
Geiger counter. Identical "geometry^ was used for each source.
The multi^dier count rate gave the number of secondaries liberated 
at the target, and the Geiger counter count rate was proportional 
to the absolute number of particles reaching the target# The 
constant of proportionality depended only on the geometry of the 
two counters and was the same for each source. The ratio of the 
multiplier count rate to Geiger count rate was thus proportional 
to the average S#E#C#, S , over the whole spectrum, for each 
source# Values of S the electron sources were plotted against 
the mean energy of the source spectrum# The value of % for 
electrons corresponding to a mean energy equal tO that of sodium 22
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positrons ccuXd then be ccnpared with the value of 8 obtained 
for these particles,
17# 3# The Expérimental Arrangement
17# 3# (0 The Electron lliltiplier - Source Mounting. The 
multiplier was set up as described in Section III, 2, with a 
nuEber of small refinements to ensure that identical geometiy was 
maintained for all the sources. The source material was 
deposited over an area of 3 !%m8, x 2 mms, on a piece of aluminium 
foil 1/64" thick. For caesium 137, sodium 22 and phosphorus 32 
a drop of solution was dried on the foil. The carbon 14 was 
deposited in the form of finely divided barium carbonate powder, 
which adhered to the foil by means of a very thin film of 
Silicone grease. The cobalt 60 was prepared by evaporating a 
metal nodule in vacuo. The sources prepared by these methods 
should, with the possible exception of carbon 14, be **thin** sources, 

An activated copper-beryllium target was used, which has a 
low work function# As pointed out in Chapter II Part } a low 
work function is essential for any process of potential ejection 
by positrons.
17, 3* (2) The Geiger Counter. A simple Geiger counter was 
constructed in order to determine the absolute number of 
particles emitted by each source# The sources were mounted 
on a source holder, T^ich was placed inside the counter, to avoid
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the use of thin wdndows# As the Geiger counter was ^  100/ 
efficient compared to 5 - 20/ for the multiplier, a collimating 
arrangement which reduced the solid angle was employed* The 
collimator was transparent to 7̂ -rays, and as several of the 
sources emitted radiation, a correction required to he made* 
This was done by inserting a stop which was opaque to 
particles and almost transparent to V-rays; the counting rate 
from 3^rays alone was thus found* The geometry in the 
multiplier was identical for ^̂ Qrays and electrons so that no 
correction was necessary, because of its very low ( 
efficiency for high energy quanta*

The Geiger counter, which is illustrated in Figure 21, 
consisted basiceilly of a 1̂  diameter copper tube 20 cms. long, 
which was cleaned, out-gassed and passivised* About 6 cms. of 
this composed the counting volume, and contained a 0.008*' diameter 
tungsten wire. The remainder was occupied by the collimating 
arrangement and source holder*

The counter was filled with argon to a pressure of 5 cms* Bg* 
and alcohol to a pressure of i  cm. Eg. It had a plateau of 
100 - 150 volts at about 1 ICV# The consistancy of the counter 
was shown by the fact that over six or eight different runs with 
sodium 22 (re-inserting the source and refilling each time) the 
count rates did not vary by more than 1/L
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Figure 21# A diagram of the simple Geiger Counter used in the 
experiments described in Chapter IV.



IVo 4# The Experimental llethod
IV* 4# (1 ) Ifeasurements with the Multiplier* A comparison method
was adopted for recording the multiplier data, and the count 
rate for each electron source was compared to that obtained for 
sodium 22 positrons. It must he emphasised that the positron 
source was chosen as the standard for convenience, and the ratio 

= multiplier ̂  count rate/multiplier ̂  count rate, does not, 
as it stands, have any significance regarding the relative S,E, 
of electrons and positrons.

In practice runs of the same total time were recorded 
alternately with the electron and positron sources, an equal 
interval separating each run. Values of were obtained hy 
comparing a positron count with the average value of the electron 
count before and after it. This method yielded fairly consistent 
results which were independent of the change in multiplier gain 
with time,
IV, (2) Measurements with the Geiger counter, A number of 
runs were made with each source in the Geiger counter. The
results were expressed in terms of = P count rate/ count
rate as measured with the Geiger counter. The Cobalt 60, 
sodium 22 and caesium 137 data required to be corrected for "^rays, 
as described above. In general count rates were sufficiently 
high to justify a correction for dead time, and this was measured
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in a separate experiment, A value of the dead time of 
120yu. sec, was found,
IV, 5 Results
IV, 5* (1 ) Electron llultiiolier Data. Values of ̂  were obtained
as explained above, for each electron source. In order to
find the mean values, histograms were plotted. These showed an
approximately Gaussian distribution. The final results for ^
including the statistical errors, which were taken as the half
widths at half maximum, are shown in Table 1, A correction for
the count rate produced by primary particles reflected from the
first dynode was subtracted from the observed count rates. It
was shown in Section III 3* (?) that at high energies and for a
copper-beiyllium target about 9^ of the count rate for electrons

(52)was due to scattered primaries, Seliger found that electrons
were back scattered by about more than positrons, at high
energies; thus the correction for sodium 22 was 3% less than that
for the electron sources. The effect of this was to decrease W

> M
for the electron sources except carbon 14 by 3/̂* For carbon 14, 
because of its lower mean energy, the decrease was 2/5, These 
corrections were small compared to the final probable error in the 
value of the relative S,E, of electrons and positrons found in this
experiment, (See Section IV, 5, (4) ).

/

17. 5. (2) Geiger Counter Data. Table 2 shows the results
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TABLE 1
Values of ̂ ^btained for the electron sources* The 

statistical errors are given*

Source CoGO

1 * 4*1 4̂ 0# 03 0.54 + 0.01 1.78 + 0 .04 0,96 + 0,02

TABLE 2

Values of ̂  obtained for the electron sources* The 
correction for absorbtion inside the Geiger counter, which has 
been applied, is also shown* The statistical errors are given.

Source 0^^ Co^O csi;? p32

0.557 ± 0,024 0,396 + 0,022 1,87 + 0.09 1,38 + 0,03

Abs,Car, 30;̂ 17/2 3.6)2 2.5/0



obtained with the Geiger counter* The correction for 
absorbtion inside the counter requires some explanation* The 
particles frcm each source have to pass through 8 cms* of 
counter filling ( 1 Mg/cm^) before entering the counting volume,
(see Figure 21 )< It follows that those particles vhose range is 
less than 1 Mg/cm will not be recorded* This corresponds to
all particles of energy less than 23 KeV, according to the 
rang e-energy data given'by Glendenin Hence, in order to
obtain the true number of particles emitted by the source a 
correction must be added to the measured count rate for that 
fraction of the spectrum with energies less than 23 KeV* This 
correction was determined graphically from published spectra*
For the electron multiplier there is no absorbtion correction as 
the source and multiplier vsere both in a high vacuum,
IV* 3# (3) Results for Relative Secondary Emission, In this 
section the multiplier and Geiger counter results will be 
combined and the value of relative S*E* obtained* Firstly it
is necessary to derive the relation between^ and idie
average S*£*G*, g *

If and are the count rates obtained in the multiplier 
and Geiger counter respectively for one of the electron sources, 
say cobalt ^0# and , N+ , are the corresponding count rates 
for sodium 22 positrons, then the mean S*E*C* over the ^ectrum
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for cobalt 60 electrons, g" , and for the positrons, are given by

é'= K %  1 * = K   % ___ (4_i)
%- %

where K is a constant depending only on the geometiy in both 
counters.

One may write;
N- N+

where t '̂ q. = and. %is, by definition, the
SoE*C* of cobalt 60 electrons relative to that of sodium 22 
positrons. In order to obtain a value for the relative S,E, of 
electrons and positrons, the S,S, coefficients must be 
corpared at the same energy. To do this a value of Ç was obtained 
for each electron source and plotted against the mean energy of 
the source spectrum. This gave a curve shewing the variation of 
the electron S,E*C, with energy on a scale which makes the S,E,C, 
of sodium 22 positrons equal to unity. The value ^ = 1 was 
therefore narked on the graph at the mean energy of the positrons, 
and its position relative to the curve for the electron sources 
determined the relative S,E, of the two types of particles at 
this energy. Table 3 shows the final values of , The mean 
energy of the spectra are also given in the table; these are 
approximately one third of the maximum energy for the electron 
sources and slightly less for sodium 22,
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TABLE 3

Values of ̂  and the mean energy of the source spectrum E, 
for the sources* The statistical errors are given

Source CoGO Os'^7

2.54 + 0.15 1.36 + 0.08 0.95 + 0.06 0 .7  + 0.02 1

i(K eV ) 40 100 235 680 200



The curve showing the variation of \  against energy 
for the electron sources is reproduced in Figure 22, curve A,
The point for sodium 22 is marked, and within the experimental 
error it lies exactly on the curve. From this it was concluded that 
within the limits of the experiment, in which average values of 
SoE, coefficients and mean energies were considered, the S,E,C, of 
electrons and positrons was the same at high energies.

The absolute valu% of S.E, coefficients were obtained 
approximately by evaluating the constant K in Equation (4-i )•
This was done by measuring the solid angles subtended at the 
source in the two counters. The results for ^ are also shown in 
Figure 22,
IV, 5,(4) Errors. In this section seme possible experimental 
errors vdLll be considered. In particular some of the basic 
approximtions and assumptions implicit in the method will be 
examined, in order to obtain an overall assessment of the accuracy 
of the results. There are two principal systematic errors which 
may be present. The first is an error arising from the correction 
for absorbtion inside the Geiger counter, and the second an error in 
the assignment of the mean energy of the spectra. These both 
depend on the agreement between the actual spectra emitted by 
the sources and the published spectra, which have been assumed. 
Differences in spectral shape are most probable at*low energies, and
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Figure 22» The variation with mean source energy E, of y

(left hand scale) and S (ri^t hand scale)* Curve A is
uncorrected for systematic errors, and shows the statistical
errors# Curve B is corrected for systematic errors* Curve C
shews the variation of S with primary energy for tungsten,

(29)according to Trump and Van de Craaff •



so the errors are likely to he largest for the two lower energy 
sources, carbon 14 and cobalt 60* Detailed considerations, which 
will not be given here, show that the overall effect of these 
errors would be to displace the curve of ̂  against energy at 
lower energies* A correction was estimated and the corrected 
curve, B, is shown in Pigure 22. An in^ortant observation is 
that, although curve B is probably a better representation of 
the variation of the S.E.G. of electrons with energy, curve A 
had hardly been affected in the neighbourhood of the point 
representing the S*E.G* of positrons. The uncertainties arising 
from these errors were therefore not important when considering 
relative S.E*

It is necessary to examine the basic and approximate 
assumption underlying this whole experiment, which is that the 
average 8.E.C. over a continuous p> spectrum is equal to the 8*E.G. 
of particles having an energy equal to the mean energy of the 
spectrum. As the S.E.C. is a function of energy, rising rapidly 
as energy is decreased, the contribution from a few low energy 
particles may be comparable to that from the rest of the spectrum. 
It follows that the average S.E. may correspond to an energy
less than the values used for E . Detailed considerations, 
which agsiin will not be given here, show that a correction for
this would displace the curve at lower energies, and to a lesser
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extent at hi^er energies, to the left. As "before, a curve 
which was a better representation of the variation of S,S, by 
electrons with energy would be obtained, but the position of the 
positron point, with respect to that curve, would remain almost 
the same. As the correction would be rather complicated to 
make and would require a knowledge of the actual source spectra, 
it was not considered worthwhile to determine it.

The overall probable error in the relative S,E,, including 
the statistical error and the uncertainties outlined above was 
estimted to be + 10̂ .
IV, 6, Discussion
IV, 6, (1) Results for Electrons, Although this experiment was
not primarily intended to yield absolute data on the variation
of the S,E,C, of electrons with energy, it is worthwhile to
compare the curve in Pigure 22 with existing data. Curve C in

(29)the figure shows the measurements of Trump and Van de Graff for
tungsten. There are no detailed neasurements for copper-beiyllium, 

(16)although Alien stated that at high energies the S,E,C, was
probably $-10^, in approximate agreement with the value of 5% 
found.

The shape of curves B and C is very similar, which is 
satisfactory, because,as will be shown later, one would expect 
the yield curve for all metals to be of the same shape. It was
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pointed out in Section 1.2.(2a) that this was so at low energy, 
and the little existing data at high energy indicates that it 
is probably true in that region also* This will be considered 
further in Section VI* 5*(3b) when more data has been obtained.
It will be shown in that section that the shape of the yield 
curve at high energy can be predicted quite singly from the 
Bethe ionisation formula*

The curve for the variation of S.E.C* with energy for 
copper-beryllium lies below that for tungsten, which would be 
expected on Bruining*s postulate (See Section 1*2* (2b) ) that 
at high energy the density rather than the work function is 
predominant in determining the yield* Copper-beryllium has a 
lower work function than tungsten, but it also has a lower 
density.

The general agreement with Trunp and Van de Graaff in the 
shape of the yield curves showed that the method used by the 
Author to measure S.B. was reliable for comparative measurements. 
The numerical value of the S.E*C* was perhaps rather low, but of 
the right order.
IV. 6* (2) The Relative S*E*C. of Electrons and Positrons.
This is the first report of a measurement of S*E. by positrons, 
and it shoivs that at high energy the S*E.G* of jfositrons is 
approximately equal to that of electrons. This bears out
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the considerations outlined in Chapter II® Large differences, , 
if any, must exist only at low energy, or at very high energy®
It would have been fruitful to extend the method of comparing the 
average S®E. coefficients, by using a lower energy positron 
source, but no suitable source was available.

The results showed that it was important to proceed at once 
to measurements with the spectrometer, in which the SoE.G® of 
particles at the some energy was compared, and it could be 
established whether there were any small differences in SoE® 

at high energy or significant differences at low energy*
The remainder of this Thesis gives a brief description of 

the p- spectrometer, and an account of the main experiments 
using it.
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CHAPTER V

DESIGN AND COHSTRIJCTim OF THB p -SPECTRCMETSR AND THE MAGNETIC 
■EIELD MEASURING SYSTEM.
V# 1® Design of thep-Spectrometer
V, 1, (l ) Requirements for the Spectroneter. The p--spectrometer, 
which had to be ccmstructed from an existing magnet, was 
required to focus electrons and positrons of energy froa a few 
KeV up to ̂ 5 0 0 KeV# As S#E# is a steadily varying function 
of energy a high resolution was not essential, and it was 
decided to desi^ the instrument to have the maximum transmission 
consistant with a resolution of 5 ^ 10;2#

There were two further factors which were important#
Firstly, it was necessary that the focus was outside the magnetic 
field, so that the electron multiplier would be in a field free 
region# Secondly, it was desirable that the source and focus 
should be seme distance apart# This would enable the space 
between them to be filled with lead to stop '^-rays produced in 
the source, or near it, due to positron annihilation, from 
reaching the detector#

In view of the above considerations it was decided that a 
**Wedge Spectrometer” was the optimum type#
V# 1#(2) The theory of a Wedge Spectrometer# The full theory 
of such a spectrometer was given by Stephens  ̂ and only the 
results will be considered here# If OP, OQ, in Figure 23 (a).
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Figure 23. (a) (above) The geometry of a wedge magnet*
(b) (below) A diagram illustrating the parameters 
which determine the focusing properties of a wedge 
magnet*



represent the boundaries of a magnetic field perpendicular to 
the paper, and of such magnitude that a particle with velocity v 
incident normally at P will also emerge normally, at Q, then all 
particles with velocity v diverging from any point E on PP* will 
be brought to a focus at P, where the line EO through the vertex,
0, of the wedge,meets QQ*.

Par a given source position the focus is thus fixed for all 
velocities, and the magnetic field, B gauss, required to focus 
particles of mass m and velocity v is given by

Bp = mv 
e

where p = radius of curvature = CP = OQ, and e = the 
particle charge in e,m.u#

There are three important results from the theory*
Firstly, there is the spread, S, which measures the width of the 
focus for a homogenous beam* Secondly, there is the velocity 
dispersion, D, which is the distance from the focus of particles 
with velocity v that a particle with velocity v +^v will jass*
Both 8 and D are illustrated in Figure 23(b)* The third 
quantity is the transmission, t, of the arrangement* These 
three parameters are determined by geometry, but the expressions 
are rather cumbersome and therefore will be given in Appendix I* 

The resolution is determined by %  and the yelocity resolution 
is — -Z- where Sv is such that D = 8«
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The arrangement which best satisfied the criteria set 
out in Section 1*(l) was a 65  ̂wedge with 0= 45^, if = 20^
(Ô, V  are illustrated in Figure 23(b) ). It was not found 
possible to increase the transmission at the expense of the 
resolution and still satisfy the other conditions set out in 
Section V, 1.(1). The other parameters are given in Table 4*
In the experiments using copper 62f sources the number of particles 
focused onto the final slit was increased at the expense of the 
resolution by using a larger area of source. The resolution for 
these experiments was 7/o, It must be pointed out that these 
figures are for the hypothetical case when there is no fringing 
field. The effect of the fringing field will be mentioned later. 
The table also shows the experimental and theoretical values 
of the parameters obtained when the effect of the fringing field 
is included,
V, 1,(3). Construction of Pole Pieces and Description of llagnet.

The pole pieces were made of mild steel, 3” thick and 
shaped as shown in the diagram in Figure 25, which also indicates 
their position relative to the circular poles of the magnet.
The choice of magnet gap required care, A large gap, which 
was desirable in order to obtain the maximum transmission, 
produced a fringing field which conpletely altered the focusing 
characteristics of the magnet, A suitable compromise was
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TABLE 4 ^

The wedge parameters for a line source, U and V are 
the object and imge distances, measured to the nearest pole face.

U
cms.

V
cms.

t
$

S
cms.

D
cms.

Resolution

Theory, no 
fringing field

10 18 0.16 1.5 36ÛV
V

4

Theory, with 
fringing field

10 53 0.16 1 30ÛV
V

3

Experimental 10 -53 0.12 ■ — ^2



found with a 2 cms. gap.
dhe magnet, which was originally designed to produce

fields much stronger than those required for the proposed
»

experiments, is illustrated in the photograph in Figure 24#
The current for the magnet coils, vhidh m s  in the range 
0 - 1  amp, was supplied hy a 6 volt accumulator.
V. 1.(4) Field Msasurements# A number of field measurements 
were made with a search coil and fluxmeter. The most important 
of these was a measurement of the fringing field, which 
determined the actual position of the focus. This will he 
mentioned in Appendix II. A hystersis curve was obtained, 
which showed that at low magnetic fields ( 2; 100 gauss) it was 
impossible to obtain even an order of magnitude of the field 
from a knowledge of the magnet current. It followed that an 
accurate method of measuring low fields would be required.
7.2. The Spectrometer Vacuum System

The vacuim system is shown in the diagram in Figure 25.
It consisted basically of a brass chamber specially constructed 
to fit between the magnet poles, and two limbs each consisting 
of two pyrex tubes 2** diam. ), one sliding inside the other 
by an o-ring seal to allow the length of either arm to be varied 
easily without breaking the vacuum. A 2" length of flexible 
bellows was inserted between the chamber and the first pyrex
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Figure 25> A diagram of the spectrometer vacuum system.

Figure 26. A photograph of the focused beam from the electron 
gun on a fluorescent screen. (Approximately actual size). The 
dark vertical baud is a scale on the screen.



tube on the detector limb, to enable the spectrometer to be 
aligned easily. All demountable metal to glass seals were 
made with o-rings, and permanent seals were made with cold 
setting Araldite.

The source mounting arrangement was fixed inside the 
second pyrex tube in the shorter arm, and the sliding vacuum 
valve mentioned in Section III 3* (l )• was again used to insert 
sources without breaking the vacuum* Care was taken to ensure 
that sources were supported accurately in the correct position 
relative to the pole face of the magnet*

The second pyrex tube of the longer arm was fixed directly 
to the top of the electron multiplier case assembly* The 
■v̂ ole system was evacuated through a pipe entering the side of 
the multiplier case by a Metrovac 03B oil diffusion pump, with 
an internal liquid air trap* The pressure, which was measured 
on a hot cathode ionization gauge, was maintained at a few 
times iO-6 Jfa. Hg,

The inside of the chamber and the pyrex limbs of the 
spectrometer were fitted with perspex baffles to reduce 
scattering from the walls*
V* 3o Measurements on the spectrometer using an Electron Gun 
As already pointed out, the actual position of the focus would be 
determined by the fringing field, and it was necessary to find
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the true focus. ELementaiy considerations suggested that the 
required correction might he appreciable, and so it was decided 
to measure it e^erimentally.

This was done by replacing the source with a simple electron 
gun, idiich gave a thin line source. The focus was examined 
visually on a fluorescent screen which could be moved about 
inside the spectrometer. Such an experiment also enabled some 
useful data on the variation of the size and position of the focus 
with other parameters to be obtained, and enabled the best 
arrangement to be found. No details of these measurements will 
be given except for the case of the fringing field correction, 
which is outlined in Appendix II. The result was that the 
magnet behaved as a wedge, which had poles parallel to and extending 
^ 1.7 cms, beyond the actual faces of the wedge. The measured 
correction agreed with that estimated from the observed fringing 
field. Table 4 shows the measured values of the wedge 
parameters. Figure 26 shows a photograph of the focused beam 
on the fluorescent screen. The width of the beam at the focus 
was just equal to the width of the slit at the entrance to the 
first multiplier dynode* This gave the maximum transmission.
Any attempt to further increase the transmission resulted in a 
beam width at the focus which was wider than the slit. Therefore 
all the particles in the beam would not be able j;o enter the
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multiplier and the transmission would not be significantly 
increased,
V, 4# The method of measuring the spectrometer magnetic field.
V, 4#(1 ) The requirements for the field measuring system and 
the basic principles of the method to be used. There were 
three main factors which had to be considered when designing 
the field measuring system, which were as follows;

(a) It was important to be able to îreverse the field 
accurately. This was to ensure that the S.E, by positrons 
and electrons of identical energy was compared,

(b) The field must be measured or set up to any given value 
quickly. Due to the short half-life of the copper 64 sources 
it was desirable to measure or adjust the field with the 
minimum delay,

(c) The field measuring system must be accurate for low 
fields ( ̂  100 gauss). Such fiel^would often be required, 
in order to focus particles of energy less than ̂  20 KeV,

A search coil and fluxmeter did not satisfy (a) and (b).
The spectrometer construction did not permit the use of a 
sufficiently large search coil for this method to fulfil (c) 
adequately.

It was decided, therefore, to construct a* system with which 
the spectrometer field, B, was measured by balancing the
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produced across ft anall coil rotating in this field 
against the e,m. f* developed across a similar coil rotating in 
a standard field, H, produced by a pair of Helmholtz coils.
This system, although taking longer to ccnstruct than a simple 
search coil arrangement, fully justified itself later by the 
simplicity and effectiveness of its operation.
V. 4» (2). Theory of the Field Measuring Arrangement. If the 
e.m.f*s produced by the two rotating coils (out of phase by Tf ) 
are connected in series and fed into an amplifier, the condition 
for "balancê *, i.e. minimum amplifier output, is

B = H —£2 -----  - -  ( v - 1)
Si

where and 8^ are the number of maxwell turns on the rotating 
coils in the spectrometer and Helmholtz fields respectively.

As there was no iron associated with the Helmholtz coils,
H was exactly proportional to I, the current through these coils. 
One may write H = k I   (V - 2)
where k is a constant. It follows that if and are 
known, and k determined, H may be obtained from a knowledge of
I. In order to set the spectrometer field to any given value,
I was set to the appropriate current, and the spectrometer
magnet current adjusted until a balance was found. To reverse 
a given field I. was reversed and the spectrometer current
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reversed and varied until a balance was reached. Due to 
hysteresis the numerical value of the new spectrometer current 
was often quite different from the value for the original 
direction of field.

In practice values of Bp, rather than B, were required, 
where p is the radius of curvature of particle paths in the 
spectrometer. The Helmholtz coils were therefore calibrated 
directly in terms of Bp, using a source which emitted a 
monoenergio electron line by internal conversion. If 
are the values of I and H corresponding to a certain value 
BqP of Bp, then by (V - 1) and (V - 2).

Be =  ̂§r =S_ =i-
Si

and so Bp = B^p ........... (V - 3)

Thus ary value of Bp is determined by noting I.
The method of field measurement described above followed

(58)the same general lines as that used by Seigbahn •
V. 5. The construction cf the field measuring system
V.5*(l) Thft Hmhnholt CO i l s The Helmholtz coils were spare 
coils which had been removed from the spectrometer. These were 
mounted on a rigid frame of aluminium dexion, with the spacing 
equal to the inner diameter of the coils. It can be shown that
such an arrangement produces the most homogeneous field between
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the coils* The Helmholtz coils and their mounting are shown in
the photograph in Figure 27# This arrangement gave S *-'50 gauss
per amp, and, as the maucimum spectrometer field was ^  500 gauss

32it was desirable to make /S1 10* It would then be possible
to run the Helmholtz coils at a current of 1 amp, supplied by 
an accumulator, rather than at 10 - 20 amps from the D*C. mains.
An accumulator had the advantages that it gave a more constant 
voltage and was free from ripple*'; there would also be no cooling 
problems* One consequence of using a low Helmholtz field was 
that a compensating coil required to be fitted to the Helmholtz 
coils to correct for Ĥ , the vertical component of the earth's 
magnetic field# Although H^ was negligible compared with the 
spectrometer lield, it was not insignificant con^red with the 
field in the Helmholtz coils, at low values of I*
V# 5(2) The Rotating Coil Assembly* The rotating coils were 
both mounted on the same shaft, which was made of §” diam* 
Aluminium tube* The coils were two meters apart so that the 
spectrometer and Helmholtz fields did not influence one another* 
This was checked experimentally. The design and construction 
of the rotating shaft required considerable care to obtain smooth

rotation. The inclusion of a flexible coupling, and a phase 
adjuster were found to be essential. The commutator consisted 
of platinum wires pressing on brass rings. The shaft was
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rotated through reduction gears at 37 c#p,s* hy a small 50 

Cop*s* induction .motor* It was important to choose a frequency 
away from the 50 c.p*s* mains, and a slower rotation made the 
shaft mounting simpler.

The rotating coils were wound with.2*3 s*w.g* enamelled 
wire on small perspex formers supported in tufiol blocks.
The number of turns and maxwell turns for the Helmholtz and 
spectrometer rotating coils were respectively 55,000; 28,000 
turns and 115,000) 17,000 cms. turns* This gave /Si '-6*7, 
rather than 10, which was considered to be suitable.
V* 5* (5)# The Amplifier. A 37 cycle, high gain, high stability 
tuned amplifier was designed and constructed in the Electronics 
Laboratory by T*W* Pollok and J* Lindsay*

The amplifier was designed along lines similar to that
(59)described by Sturtevant * It consisted of two identical 

tuned stages, each of vdiich was basically a two valve amplifier 
tuned by means of R - C controlled selective negative feedback. 
The frequency was deteiroined by a 'Twin T* network* One stage 
of this amplifier isdiown in Figure 28*

The maximum gain of the amplifier was measured and found
to be ^  7000* An attenuator was fitted to the input so that 
lower values of gain could be used until the balance was almost 
reached
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Fipçure 28 The circuit of one stage of the 37 o*P#s* high gain, 
high stability, tuned amplifier* The conditions for best 
tuning are:-

= Eg = ZRq , = Cg = i  Cg

and then CO q =
â Ca



The selectivity m s  good, giving a half width -^6 c#p#s. 
in 37 o#p.8e which is, if anything, slightly better than 4 c.p.s. 
in 22 o.p#8«, as obtained by Sturtevant*

The excellent performance of the field measuring system 
was largely due to this amplifier# The high gain, associated 
with a frequency response which eliminated interference from the 
50 c#p#s# mains and high frequency components produced by the 
commutator^ enabled a very accurate balance to be obtained#
V# 6# The performance of the complete Field Measuring System 
used with the spectrometer.

The complete apparatus, including the field measuring 
system and the spectrometer are shown in the photograph in 
Figure 29# The field measuring control panel is illustrated in 
the photograph in Figure 30* A number of measurements were made 
on the performance of the whole system, of imhich only two will 
be mentioned here# Both are important from the point of view 
of the S#2# experiments#

The first is a measurement of the accuracy with which the 
field can be set to a given value# This also gives the 
accuracy with which it can be reversed# The amplifier output 
was displayed on a voltmeter, and a curve of the output against 
the Helmholtz coil current near balance, was obtained. This 
is shown for the second most sensitive range of 'the amplifier
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Figure 29. A photograph of the canplete apparatus.
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Figure 30# A photograph of the magnetic field control units,



in Figure 3% A 10^ chaiige in output, which was just 
detectable, corresponded to a change in I of 1*5/̂ # For maximum 
sensitivity a similar change in output corresponded to a 0*15/5 
change in I* An accuracy of this order was therefore possible 
in the field setting. It is seen in the figure that at balance 
the amplifier output was a minimum rather than zero. This was 
due partly to a small output, due to noise, from the ançlifier 
with no input signal, and to a lesser extent to a slight error 
in the phase of the two rotating coil e,m,f *s.

The second measurement was a check between the field 
measuring system and an accurately set up search coil and ballistic 
galvanometer. It was found that when I was reversed and a new 
balance obtained the spectrometer field was exactly reversed.
This was true over the whole range of fields which would be used 
for the S,E, experiments,
V, 7* Calibration of the Field Pleasuring System in terms of Bp 

The spectrometer was set up with a thin windowed Geiger 
counter (See Section VI, 2(2) ) at the focus and the spectrum 
of the K and L conversion lines of the 411 KeV ^-ray from 
gold 198 obtained as a function of Bp, A very thin line source 
was used to get maximum resolution. The spectrum is reproduced 
in Figure 32 and shows a sharp K peak and a distinct L peak.
The value of I correspondong to Bp for the K peak provided an
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absolute calibration* The calibration constant of
Equation (V - 3) was 2800 gauss cms* per amp* The accuracy 
of this was checked by comparing the spacing observed 
between the two peaks with the calculated value* This 
yielded a probable error of
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CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTS ON 8EC0HDART E1ÆISSI0N BY ELECTRONS AHD 
POSITRONS OP ENERGY FROM 5 - 500 KeY 

VI* 1. Introduction
In this chapter the main series of experiments comparing 

S*E* hy electrons and positrons will be described* Some data 
yielding an absolute value of thé S*E*C* will also be presented 
and, 'vdiere possible, compared with existing measurements* The 
final discussion of the results for the relative S»E, will be 
given in Chapter VII, although some comments on the results 
for the S*EoC* of electrons will be included in Section VI* 5(5b) 

Most of the apparatus has already been described, but a 
short section is included in this Chapter which deals with the 
complete experimental arrangement* The design and construction 
of thin windowed Geiger counters, specially made for use in the 
spectrometer will be mentioned briefly*

The experimental method, the basic principles of ̂ rfiich 
were outlined in Chapter II, will then be discussed* In 
particular, considerations which arose from the short half life 
of the copper 64 sources which were used, will be given* 
Measurements were made with seven different sources, as only 
a limited amount of data could be dbtained from each one* After 
careful consideration, it has been decided that the best way
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to present the results is to discuss each source separately, 
giving the results for a particular source, comparing than with 
those obtained from other sources, and hence showing i»diat 
further measurements were required* It is felt that by
presenting the data in this way a much better picture can be given 
of how the experimental investigation was carried out, bringing 
out the importance of some of the measurements more clearly*

After the section describing the results obtained with the 
sources, there is a final section in which systematic errors are 
discussed* It is necessary to say a little about systematic 
errors before going on to describe the results obtained from 
the experiments* When the measurements with the first three 
sources were complete the general foim of the final result was 
clear* The final result was as follows:- In the energy 
range 50 K e V ^  1^4^500 Key the ratio of the S*E*C* of electrons 
to that of positrons was a few per cent greater than unity* As 
the energy was reduced below 50 EeV this ratio began to increase,
reaching a value of 1*25 at 15 KeV, 1*7 at 10 KeV and 5*25 at
6*5 KeV* This large difference in S*E* by electrons and
positrons was not expected on any existing theory, and although 
lack of theory is certainly no reason for rejecting the results,, 
it was considered very in^ortant to establish that the observed 
difference was genuine and not due to any systematic qr instrumen
tal errors* This investigation into the possibility of such
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errors was carried out very thoroughly, and the last section in 
this Chapter summarises the relevant experiments and attempts to 
determine the most probable result and to assess the final error.

It will be shown in Section VI* 11. that there were two 
principle systematic errors for which corrections required to 
be made* The first of those, which was only important for 
energies greater than ̂  20 KeV., arose from the multiplier count 
rate produced by primary particles scattered from the first 
dynode* This has already been mentioned in Section IV.5*(1).
The other systematic error, called the ’̂ background error*’, was 
rather involved and will not be discussed until Section VI*11*(6 )« 
(it should be noted that the background error was not connected 
with the difficulties described in Section 111.2.(4), arising 
from spurious counts in the multiplier)* This error only became 
appreciable at energies less than ^  y> KeV. , and was much less
than the observed difference in the relative S*E. in that region*
The correction, which was estimated from some subsidiary 
experiments, was applicable directly to the relative S*E*, and 
the corresponding correction to the actual values of the S*E*C*
of electrons and positrons was not determined* It will be shown,
however, that the error in the relative s*E. arose almost entirely 
from the positron results, and so as a first approximation it 
was assumed that data for electrons was correct and that the
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data for positrons had to he corrected hy the same factor 
as the relative S.2. In practice the experiments designed to 
investigate systematic errors were mostly carried out at the 
same time as the other measurements and so a good idea of 
required corrections was obtained along with the main results*
In all the results which are presented these corrections have 
been applied, but all reference to the accuracy or validity of 
the corrections themselves will be omitted until the final 
section*
VI* 2# The Apparatus
VI*2. (l) The Complete Apparatus * The spectrometer was set up 
as described in Section V*2* The space between the source 
and the electron multiplier case was filled with lead blocks to 
shield the counter from direct '̂ (̂ ays from the source* üs 
strong sources of the order of tens of millicuries were used, 
the inhole spectrometer was surrounded by lead shielding to 
screen the operator at the control panel a few yards away* A 
photograph of the apparatus, as used for the main series of 
experiments, is shown in Figure 33»
VI2* (2) Thin Windowed Geiger Counters

In order to determine the absolute number of particles 
reaching the first multiplier dynode, two special CJeiger counters 
were constructed* Either of these could replace the dynode
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Figure 33 The complete spectrometer, with the electron
multiplier in position; as used for the main experiments. The
spectrometer was surrounded by lead to screen the operator.



assembly inside the multiplier case; the counter window was 
just behind the final collimating slit, which defined the beam 
fklling on the first dynode# One of these counters had a 
1#5%/cnf mica window, which is equivalent to the range of 30 KeV 
electrons, according to curves published by Olendinin 
The other counter had a window made from a 50 g/cm nylon film; 
Backusfound that a 50 g/cm^ film transmitted all electrons 
with an energy greater than 3*^ KeV# A diagram of one 
Geiger counter in position inside the electron multiplier case 
is shown in Figure 34 (a), and a photograph of both counters 
is reproduced in Figure 34 (b). The counter with the mica 
window, which was fixed with cold setting Araldite, was quite 
straightforward and had a good plateau* It was filled 
differentially to a pressure of 8 cms# Hg# with argon and 
alcohol vapour in the ratio 8;1,

The other counter was not so straightforward and required 
some development before it was satisfactory* The nylon window 
was supported on a polished brass plate which contained a large 
number of 0*045” diameter holes, spaced very close together, 
which gave a transmission of 5Ĉ /i This counter was also filled 
differentially, to a total pressure of 5 cms. Hg. It was 
connected to a 1 litre ballast flask, to compensate for any 
diffusion of the filling through the window. With this 
arrangement the counter lasted several days on one filling, and
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Figure 3k (a). A diagram of one Geiger counter replacing the 
dynode assembly inside the multiplier case.

Figure 34 (b). A photograph of both counters. The nylon 
windowed counter is above.



particles in the spectrum emitted with medium and low energy*
A further important factor was that the end products of the 

p*' decay, zinc 64, and that of the p*" (also K-capture) decay, 
nickel 64 were both stable# A disadvantage of copper 64> 
which has already been pointed out, was the short half-life*
VI* 3* The Method of Making Measurements

The basic principle of the method was outlined in Chapter 
II# Here the actual method of making the measurements will be 
described*
VI* 3* (1 ) General Features of the Method For reasons already 
given it was decided that the best method was to compare the 8*E* 
by p* and particles of the same energy under identical 
conditions of geometry* This also proved to be the simplest 
method^ because of the decrease of the electron multiplier gain 
with time* Values of the S#E#G# were also obtained by standardis
ing the multiplier, and correcting for the half-life of the 
source*

At each energy the electron and positron count rates were 
recorded alternately; the background count rate was taken after 
every count* This procedure was carried out for the multiplier 
and for the Geiger counter, and the following quantities 
determined at different energies.

1 Electron count rate in multiplier 
Positron count rate in multiplier
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_ Electron count rate in Geiger counter
Positron count rate in Geiger counter

and Ai _ Wjrt 55 S.EgC. of Electrons
 ̂ Gr 8.E.G. of Positrons

were each plotted as a function of energy. To 
obtain the S.E, coefficients, the actual positron and electron 
count rates were determined, from which

S.E.C. of electrons = &*"= Electron count rate in multiplier
Electron count rate in Geiger counter

and similarly for the S.E.C. of positrons; ^ and ^  were
plotted as functions of energy.

There were also many measurements made to investigate possible
systaoatic errors, especially with the later sources. The
in^ort^nce of this has already been emphasised.

It was assumed that the background was the count rate with
zero magnetic field in the spectrometer. This was only an
approximation, and its validity will be examined in Section VI.
11.(6) . It may be stated here that the approximation was valid
at medium and high energies, where the count rate was much
greater than the background.
VI.3. (2) Considerations arising from the short half-life of the 
source. Due to the short half-life of copper 64 a rather careful 
procedure was used to record results, in order to obtain the
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znaxiniuin amount of data from each source. Sources arrived in 
Glasgow on a îvîonday afternoon or evening and were at once 
inserted in the spectrometer. Measurements were made firstly 
with the electron multiplier, which yielded lower counting rates 
than the Geiger counter, because of its lower efficiency* A 
continuous run of between 24 and ^0 hours was usually made.
On the following two or three days the Geiger counter data were 
recorded. Measurements with each counter were made first at 
low energy, where there were fewest particles in the source 
spectrum.

One of the major difficulties in all the experiments was to 
obtain sufficient data at low energies to reduce the statistical 
error to a reasonable value, without having to restrict the number 
of energies at which measurements were made to two or three per 
source* This was especially true for low energy positron count 
rates in the multiplier, Wiich were often very much less than 
the background. The total count rate (positrons + background) 
was often only ^  200 per minute when the source was strong.
VI* 4# Experiments with the First Source
VI* 4*(l ) General - Experimental Details. As this was the first

of the main series of experiments with the spectrometer, an 
attempt was made to obtain some data over a wide range of 
energies, rather than to make accurate measurements in a small
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region. This would he a much better guide vhen deciding what 
measurements to make with subsequent sources* Data was recorded 
with the electron multiplier and the mica windowed Geiger counter 
from energies /v 5 KeV up to 500 KeV* Geiger counter measurements

pbelow 30 KeV would be very unreliable with a 1,5 mg/cm window, but 
it was hoped that in the low energy region at least the form of » 
and hence of could be obtained, by extrapolation, if necessary*
The nylon windowed counter had not been developed at this stage.
The multiidier was not corrected for gain variations and only 
relative measurements were made* The target (first dynode) was of 
copper-beryllium for this experiment* The copper foil of the source 
itdelf was 0*002” thick i*e* 45 mg/cm^.
VI. 4# (2) Results. The ratios "^^and which were obtained are 
plotted as functions of energy in Figure 35(a)* The value of ̂  

is plotted against energy in Figure 35 and'^ have been
corrected for the multiplier count rate arising from primaries 
reflected from the first dynode* The statistical ezrrors are shown, 
and, as expected,are rather large because of the limited amount of 
data Tdiich was obtained.
VL4# (3) Discussion of results from the first source.
The variation of relative S#E., ̂  , with energy was important, as 
this was the first measurement comparing the S.E. of electrons and 
positrons of the same energy over a wide range of energies which
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has been reported* The curve for energies greater than KeV 
will be considered first* Here it was found that ̂  was slightly 
greater than unity, and fell to a roughly constant value of 
1*07 at energies higher than 100 KeV, , i*e. electrons had a 
greater S*E*C* than positrons* Although the statistical error 
was too large to be certain about the hi^ energy value of ̂  , 
it did appear that was greater than unity, and probably did not 
tend to unity, but tended to remain approxinately constant as 
the energy was further increased* The appearance of this small 
difference in S*E* at higher energies was not inconsistent with 
the preliminary experiment described in Chapter IV, as there was 
an uncertainty of à 10̂ 5 in that result*

At low energies the form of the curve of against energy 
was both interesting and unexpected* It appeared that the 
S*E*Co of electrons began to exceed that of positrons by a large 
amount* The excess of electron S*E* observed was much greater 
than the statistical error and the uncertainty in the correction 
which had been applied# It must be pointed out that the results 
for low energies had to be regarded as tentative because of the 
unreliability of the Geiger counter measurements, due to 
absorbtion in the window* It was significant, however, that the 
rise in ̂  seemed to come from a corresponding rise in , which 
was reliable* ^  ̂ appeared to be approximately linear at low
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energies in this experiment*
It was found with later sources, in which more accurate 

data was obtained, that the rise in ̂  did not actually become 
rapid until lower energies were reached than those indicated in 
Figure 35* However, the general form of the later curves was 
the same 4à that shown in Figure 35»

From the results obtained with the first source it was 
clear that subsequent investigations should consist of (a) a 
further experiment at high energy in "ïÆiich a reduced statistical 
error would be obtained, in order to confiim or otherwise the 
existence of the small excess of electron SoE* over positron S*E* 
in that region; (b) ft detailed study of the phenomenon at low 
energy.
VI* 5* Experiments with the Second Source
VI* 5* (l) General - Experimental Details* This was one of the 
most fruitful sources and was devoted to an investigation of the 
high energy region only. 1.5any measurements were made and 
the statistical error was considerably smaller than with the 
first source. Several inprovements in the apparatus were 
incorporated* A stronger source was used, in order to achieve 
higher count rates, by increasing the thickness of copper foil 
by a factor of two* The use of a thicker source altered the 
the positron and electron spectra, slightly and ^^and ^ could
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not be compared with the values obtained with the first source*
The relative 8.E*, ̂  , is, of course, independent of source 
thickness* A platinum target was used instead of the copper- 
beryllium one* The reasons for this choice of target were threefold: 
Firstly, at energies greater than a few KeV platinum, because 
of its high density, should have a greater SoE* than copper-beryllium 
(See Section I* 2* (2b) )• This would give larger count rates, 
which would be an advantage* Measurements showed that the S*E*Q* 
of platinum was about 1*5 times that for copper-beryllium*
The second factor in favour of the use of platinum was that a 
polished platinum surface, cleaned by heating, would be intrinsically 
a more reliable and consistent target than the activated copper- 
beryllium alloy* The third reason was that it would be 
interesting to see if a second material also gave .an excess of 
electron S*E* over positron S*E* The use of a platinum target 
would rule out the possibility of any potential ejection mechanism, 
because of its high work function* However, no evidence for this 
had so far been obtained with a copper-beryllium target, which 
has a low work function, and it was considered important to follow 
up the difference in S*E* which had been observed* In fact the 
values of ^ for platinum and copper-beryllium at different 
energies turned out to be much the same, and except for one further

«jçpeidment, (source seven), all other measurements were made with
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platinum* The data obtained with the seventh source were much 
more accurate than those obtained with the first source, but the 
results were similar.

As well as measurements of ̂ ^and'^^the multiplier was
standardised in this experiment in order to determine the
absolute S*E*C* of electrons, 5 , The S*E*C* of positrons, ,
was, obtained frcsâ  and^ by the relation = ^ /•

\VT. 5* (2) Results, Values of ̂  a n d a r e  shown as functions 
of energy from 30 KeV - 500 KeV in Figure 36 (a). As before 
^ has been corrected for systematic errors* The values ofW
^  are plotted against energy in Figure 36 (b). For 
comparison the results for ̂  obtained for copper-beryllium with 
the first source are also shown in the figure. The statistical 
errors are shown on both curves* These are greatest at high 
and low energies, where there are fewest particles in the positron 
and electron spectra* Usually counts were recorded for a longer 
period when the count rates were low, but it was not possible to 
reduce the statistical errors further at the extreme ends of the 
spectra without spending an undue proportion of time on these 
tTO regions.

The results for the S.E.C of positrons and electrons are 
shown in Figure 37* For comparison the curve obtained for the 
average S*EXJ of copper beryllium as determined in Chapter IV
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is shown, together with the results of Trump and Van de Graaff
for tungsten* It will he shown that at high energy the yield
curve can he approximately represented hy a law, Tidiere v is
the velocity of the primary particle; the dotted line in

1 2Figure 37 shows the variation (in arbitrary units) of /v with 
energy, normalised to the yield curve for platinum at 200 KeV.

It should he noted that the standardisation of the electron 
multiplier, as done in this experiment, only enabled measurements 
made during one run to be compared. In order to conqpare the 
absolute values of the S.E.C. for platinum and copper-beryllium 
over different runs a further calibration was required. This 
was done in a separate experiment and the results given here are
normalised to the values obtained in that experiment.
VI, 5 (5)* Discussion of Results
VI. 5 (3a-) The Relative Secondary Emission. The results for
platinum were similar to those already obtained for copper-beryllium. 
Results in the energy range 50 ^  Ep ^  500 KeV will be discussed 
first. In this region ^  tended to a constant value of 1.04.
The statistical error was much smaller than for the first source 
and most probable value of ̂  for platinum was 1.04 i 0,02# This
was slightly lower than the value of obtained for copper-beryllium 
with the first source but the statistical errors- in that 
experiment were too large to enable quantitative comparisons to
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be made* The observed small excess of S*E# by electrons over 
S*E, by positrons at high energy is an important result*
It was pointed out in Chapter II Part 1 that a small excess 
of electron S.S* might arise due to the unequal backscattering; 
more detailed considerations, which will be given in the final 
chapter, did indicate that electrons would probably have a greater 
S*E*G* than positrons by a few per cent.

At lower energies ^ , for platinum, showed marked tendency 
to rise in a very unexpected way, as observed for copper-beryllium 
with the first source. The data at lower energies was not 
sufficiently accurate in either experiment to obtain a numerical 
value of ^  in that region.

Much more data was required in the low energy region, 
with a view to obtaining consistent numerical results and finding 
an explanation for them. The next three sources were used to 
investigate the phenomenon at low energies.
VI, 5 (3h). The values of the S,E,C, of Electrons and Positrons, 
Values of the S,E*C, of electrons were obtained in order to compare 
measurements made using the Author*s technique, with those of 
other workers, and to determine the S.E*G, of positrons, assuming 
the value of ^ which had been found.

The results for the S*E,C, of electrons will be considered 
first. The agreement between the two curves obtained using the
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electron multiplier, that for platinum and for copper-beryllium 
as obtained in Chapter IV, was very satisfactory. The shape of 
the two curves is similar, in fact to a greater extent than 
might have been expected. As pointed out in Section IV, 5* (4), 
the curve showing the average 8,2,0. of copper-beryllium would 
perhaps have tended to rise faster with decreasing energy than 
the true curve, due to the increased S.E.G. of relatively few- 
low energy particles in the spectrum. It must be inferred 
that there were not enough particles of sufficiently low energy 
for this effect t) be appreciable. The shape of both curves at 
higher energy approximated fairly well to the curve of ^/v^ 
against energy, thus supporting a ^/v^ law for the variation of 
the yield with energy. The magnitude of the S.E,C, of platinum 
was about 1,5 times the value for copper-beiyllium, which is

/ Q  \
strong evidence in support of Bruining^s hypothesis that at
high energy density rather than work function is predominant in
determining the yield* Both the density and the -work Amotion
of platinum are considerably greater than the values for
copper-beryllium. The maximum -value of the 8.2*0, of activated
copper-beryllium is 4 at an energy of 5OO eV, according to
Alien (15)̂  and the maximum -value for platinum is 1.8 at an

(10)energy of 700 eV* according to Gopeland • It follows that 
the yield curves must cross at seme energy between ̂  1 KeV. and
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20 KeV. Experiments with subsequent sources, vhich 
extended the S.E* measurements down to an energy of 5 KeV, 
produced no evidence for any tendency of the yield for copper- 
beryllium to increase faster with decreasing energy than that 
for platinum; it follows that the crossover must be at an energy 
much lower than 5 KeV.

Direct comparison of the results obtained in this experiment 
with the work of Trump and Van de Graaff was not possible as 
they did not study either platinum or copper-beryllium* The 
possibility of using tungsten was considered, but this metal was 
not available in a suitable form for constructing a dynode to 
act as the target. A later experiment on the S.E.C. of electrons 
using an aluminiim target, did permit direct comparison. The 
S.E.C. of this material at 200 KeV was found to be 5^ compared 
with obtained by Trump and Van de Graaff. The two yield 
curves were similar.

As regards the measurements made with platinum, the best 
comparison should have been with tungsten, a metal of comparable 
density. Figure 38 shows that although the fom of the yield 
curves were the same there was a considerable difference in the 
magnitude of the S.E.G. of the two materials. The other 
measurements by Trump and Van de Graaff, on iron and carbon, 
indicated that the yield was roughly proportional to density at
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high energies, hut there is too little data to say that this 
was a definite rule for most metals, to which platinum was an 
exception# Even if there was a definite density rule, there 
were differences in the experimental technique which would tend 
to make the value obtained by Trump and Van de Graaff greater#
One such difference was that these workers included as secondaries 
all particles with an energy of less than 800 eV* , while the 
present technique for detecting the secondary electrons was only 
efficient for secondaries with an energy of less than several 
tens of eV., as pointed out in Chapter II Part 1 # However, 
other curves published by Trump and Van de Graaff indicated that 
most secondaries had energies of less than several tens of eV#, 
so this effect is unlikely to be large, A more important 
difference in technique lies in the geometry of the electron 
multiplier. As shown in Section III, 3.(6) the efficiency of 
collection of secondary electrons liberated at the first dynode, 
by the second dynode, was critically dependent on the shape and 
position of the first dynode. Thus the electron multiplier 
technique was not accurate for absolute measurements and,if 
anything, would tend to yield low values of the SoE,C,, unless 
the targets were made to very fine tolerances# \As the experiment 
was not primarily designed to make absolute S,E# measur^ents 
it -was not considered worthwhile to make the targets very
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accurately# This would have been difficult in any case, with 
thin sheets of a metal like platinum# It is likely, however, 
that the platinum target was constructed sufficiently carefully 
to prevent geometrical errors -vÆiich could produce differences in 
the yield of the order of a factor of two, and probably platinum 
does have a rather lower value of S,E#C# than tungsten. Another 
factor which could lead to differences was the state of the 
surface# This is very important for low energy primaries; at 
higher energy, however, where the i,vork Amotion is less important, 
it is unlikely that the yield was very sensitive to the state of 
the surface#

One further measurement of the absolute S#E#C#, for silver, 
was made in another experiment; this yielded a value ^  0#08 at 
200 KeV, only *-̂10;̂ less than the value found for platinum# This 
was the value to be expected for silver if Trump and Van de Graaff *s 
value for tungsten was accepted, and a direct proportionality 
to density assumed* In conclusion, it may be said that with the 
electron multiplier method, metals with greatest density had 
in general the largest values of S#E*Q but that no clear cut 
proportionality between the yield and the density was observed.

It should be noted that this uncertainty in the absolute 
measurements did not affect the validity of the method for 
comparative measurements, which lead to the shape of the yield
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curve, and the relative S*E* of electrons and positrons* For 
such experiments the target was identical over any one set of 
comparative measurements*

The agreement between the yield curves at high energy and 
a ^/v^ law has been pointed out. It can be shown that the shape 
of the S#E* yield curve for all materials at high energy should 
be approximately represented by a curve of ̂ /v^ against energy,

(31 )This can be predicted directly from the Bethe ionization
dEfoimula, Bethe gives an expression for the energy loss, - /dx, 

of the primary particles as a function of their velocity, v, as 
follows

- - = 2 Tf n p (y
dx 2

V  m

where e, m are the charge and mass of the electron; n is the 
number of electrons per c, c* in the target and F (v, l) is a 
logarathmic function of v and I, where I is the mean ionization 
potential of the atoms in the target.

The rate of production of secondary electrons inside the 
metal is proportional to ̂ /dx, and is therefore approximately 
proportional to **/v̂ . The agreement between the yield curve 
for platinum and the curve of ^/v2 against energy is quite good, 
especially at high energies* This is remarkable in view of the 
complexity of the full process of SoE,, \^ich was pointed out in 
Section 1,2, (3)# The shape of the yield curves "for tungsten and
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1 2copper-beryllium also approximate to a /v variation#
Although some reference to the use of the Bethe formula 

to predict the form of the yield curve at high energy has 
been given, by Barut \  no comparison between the shape

1 2  9Sof the yield curve and a /v law has been published # (See
footnote).

. The S.E#Co of positrons at high energy also varied as 
/̂v̂ , although the value was slightly lower than for electrons.
As the Bethe formula is expected to be valid for both types 
of particle, except for a small correction, the agreement in shape 
at high energy was to be expected. As already pointed out 
the small difference in magnitude does permit a simple explana
tion, which will be given in Chapter VII.
VI, 6. Experiments with the Third Source
VI. 6. (l ). General - Experimental details. Measurements with 
this source were restricted entirely to the low energy region 
from 5 - 20 Kel̂  and the nylon windowed Geiger counter was used 
to determine the relative numbers of electrons and positrons.
The third source was important because it gave the first reliable

K Recently, after the present research had been completed, a
further publication on the S.E. by high energy electrons has

(30) 1appeared, by lîiller and Porter , in wMch the /v2
variation is mentioned.
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results at low energy. Unfortunately Harwell were unable
to supply a strong source on this occasion, as only a low pile
factor was available, and the amount of data obtained was rather
limited. Cnly relative measurements were made, and some data
was recorded in order to investigate possible systematic errors#
VI# 6# (2) Results. The values of , and Aj are shown in
Figures38 (a) and 38 (b), 'T̂ ^̂ d Ofj have been corrected for the
background errors. The statistical errors are shown, and due
to the low source strength these were very large. However,
the observed differences between the values of ̂  and <V] , which is|t1 / 6-
equivalent to the differences in the S.E* co-efficients of 
electrons and positrons, was much greater than the total uncezrtainty 
due to the background correction and the statistical error. The 
source was too weak to enable measurements to be extended to 
join up with the results of the second source, but a point 
obtained in that experiment is shown in Figure 38 (b), and the 
intervening region is marked in by a dotted line,
VI. 6. (3) Discussion - Comparison with the first two sources
and summary of the position after three sources.

The rapid rise in ̂ as energy was reduced which was 
indicated with the first tvra sources, was confirmed by the results 
obtained v/ith the third source.

At this stage the general form of the result for the
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relative 8#E. of electrons and positrons m s  apparent, and despite 
the large statistical error associated with the low energy 
measurements, the final result for'j after much data had "been 
obtained was quite close to that given in Figure JS, The 
unexpected magnitude of ^ at low energy required most careful 
investigation and a tentative programme for further work was 
drawn up in the light of the results already obtained# It was 
as follows:

(l ) To obtain much more data from 5 "* 20 KeV in order to 
reduce the statistical error*

(2) To make measurements in the intermediate energy region, 
to link up low energy measurements obtained with 
source three, with those at high energy obtained with 
the second source*

(3) To standardise the multiplier at low energy in order 
to obtain values for the actual of electrons
and positrons* The shape of the positron yield 
curve would be of interest and there did not
appear to be any existing data for electrons extending 
from 3 - 2 0  KeV*

(4) To make further measurements over the whole energy 
range with copper-b eryllium.

(3) To investigate possible systematic errors.
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VI» 7* Experiments with the Fourth Source
This experiment was effectively a repeat of that with 

the third source# A much stronger source was used and a 
few measurements were included which extended to higher 
energies; some data was recorded at 4*3 KeV, the lowest 
energy used in any experiment# A few measurements were also 
made to investigate systematic errors# The low energy limit was 
determined by four factors# The first of these was that the 
limit of the transmission of the nylon windowed Geiger counter 
was being approached; secondly, the positron count rate was 
so small and so close to background in both the Geiger counter 
and the multiplier that it was almost impossible to obtain a 
reasonable statistical error# The third reason was that the 
method as it stands, becomes basically unsound for particles 
with an energy of the order of a few KeV, because the electric 
field produced by the potential difference of 300 volts between 
the first and second dynodeswill begin to affect the primary beam, 
which must pass through this field before reaching the first 
dynode# Positrons and electrons would be deflected in opposite 
directions by 1 mm# or more and comparison between the S#E#C# 
of the two types of particles would become unreliable* This 
effect was studied as a possible source of systematic error and 
will be mentioned again in Section VI# 11.(5)* The fourth
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reason was, as will be shown later, that the of electrons
was approaching unity at an energy of 5 KeV# is the technique 
used to detect the secondary electrons would not discriminate 
between a primary which gave a single secondary, and one which 
gave two, it was not valid for S approaching unity# A primary 
which gave two secondaries would only give one output pulse from 
the multiplier, although this pulse would be much larger than 
that from a primary which only produced one secondary# To 
differentiate these a pulse height distribution from the multiplier 
would be necessary, and there were too few particles to do this 
in the time available*

Curves showing the variation with energy of ^ , and ̂
are shown in Figures 59(a) and 59(b)# For comparison the low 
energy results for ̂  from the third source, and some high energy 
data from the second source are also shown# Agreement was within 
the statistical error#

As no basically new results were obtained with this source 
further space will not be given to it.
VI. 8* Experiments with the Fifth Source
VI. 8. (1 ) General. With this source an attempt was made to 
obtain reliable results in the low energy region only, and much 
data was recorded at only three or four different energies. The 
multiplier was standardised to enable values of the S#E#G# of
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electrons and positrons to *be obtained, in addition to 
relative measurements# In this experiment both E*" and S" 
were measured directly, instead of measuring è only and finding à* 
from 6** and f| , as done with the second source experiment#
A fairly detailed investigation into some possible systematic 
errors was made in this experiment. The source strength was 
again increased by using a thicker copper foil# This will 
slightly alter the spectral shapes and therefore and 
may not be compared to the values found mth previous sources;

is independent of source thickness#
VI. 8# (2) Results# The results for , and are
shown as functions of energy in Figures 40 (a) and 40 (b).
The values of ^ frcm the third and fourth sources are shown 
for comparison, and the agreement is surprisingly good 
considering the large statistical errors# The values of S#S#C# 
for electrons and positrons are plotted against energy in 
Figure 4I* Some points fran the second source results are 
shown for comparison and are joined to the present results by 
a dotted line# There does not appear to be any published data 
on electron S#E# extending from 5 to 20 KeV with which to 
compare these results.
VI# 8# (3)# Discussion of Results, Ko new results were 
obtained from the relative S#E# measurements, which were
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impartant largely from the point of view of reducing the 
overall statistical error at low energy to a reasonable value.
It was hoped to reduce the statistical errors to values of the 
same order,or less than, the estimated uncertainties in the 
corrections for systematic errors which have been applied. 
Excessive statistical errors were being found with the Geiger 
counter measurements. These arose be cause, by the time 
sufficient data had been obtained with the multiplier, the source 
was becoming very weak. Host of the experiments to investigate 
possible systematic errors involved the multiplier and not the 
Geiger counter, so the former used up a disproportionate 
fraction of the life of the source.

More data on the relative S.E. at intermediate energy was 
required as there was a discrepancy there. This was not very 
obvious from the curves of ̂  against energy, due to the 
statistical error, and because there was such a wide interval 
between the lowest energy data obtained with the second source 
and the highest energy measurements made with the later sources. 
On close examination, however, it was found that from 20 - 30 KeV 
the value of obtained with source two was larger than the 
mean value from the other sources.

The values of 3*E.G. of the two kinds of particle are 
interesting, in particular those for positrons. The curve for
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electrons was of the expected form. Although in this region 
there is no other data with which to con^are the present results, 
by interpolating between measurements at 1 - 2 KeV, and at 
greater than 20 KeV it follows that S“is probably a steep 
function of decreasing energy* The positron yield curve showed 
that is certainly not a sensitive function of energy, and 
may even decrease as the energy is reduced* This was, however, 
a matter of doubt because of the statistical error associated 
with the positron measurements*
VI. 9* Experiments with the Sixth Source 
VI. 9* (1) General. This was the final experiment using a 
platinum target and measurements on the relative S.E. were 
made from 10 KeV, up to high energy, concentrating in particular 
on the intermediate region between the measurements made with 
the second source and with the low energy sources. The 
multiplier was again standardised in order to obtain values of 
^ and . As with the experiment with source five both ‘S*’ 
and S^were measured directly. Measurments to investigate 
instrumental errors were also made.
IV. 9* (2) Results* The values of , f^^and ^ in the low 
energy region are shown plotted against energy in Figures 42 (a) 
and 42 (b). For comparison lo w energy data from sources four 
and five and high energy measurements made with the second source
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are also shown# The results for A| and ̂  at high
energies are shown in Figures 43 (&) and 43 (^)* The 
variation of the S*S.C. of electrons and positrons with energy 
at low and high energies are shown in Figures 44 (a) and 44 (b)* 
together with some results from other sources for coaparison#
VI* 9* (3) Discussion of the results from the sixth source 

The values of the relative S*E* were in good agreement 
with those obtained in the other experiments at low energy and 
at high energy, but not in the intermediate region# There 
was a definite discrepancy in that region, which was investigated# 
It was found that the discrepancy arose from small differences 
in the value of ^^obtained using the mica and nylon windowed 
Geiger counters# Ihis is shown in Figure 43 (a). These 
differences in ̂ jyere shown to arise from the unequal trans
mission of electrons and positrons through the mica window, 
when the particle range became of the order of the window 
thickness, and the transmission was strongly energy dependent*
At higher energies the value of ̂  jms the same for both windows. 
The unequal transmission of electrons and positrons through 
thin targets has been observed by a number of workers, for 
example Bascova and Gorbachev , and Seliger (^^)# No 
measurements on mica are reported# A detailed investigation 
of this phencsnena was outside the scope of the present research.
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It has heen assumed that the value of ̂  obtained using 
the nylon window, which was thinner than the mica by a factor 
of the order of twenty, was correct below ̂  hO KeV* It was 
necessary to see if there was an error in A'j obtained using the 
nylon window at much lower energies, when the particle range 
was approaching the thickness of the nylon film. Two 
experimental observations did not indicate such an error. The
first of these was the absence of any evidence for anomalous 
behaviour when using the nylon windowed counter, like that 
observed vdien using the mica windovf at energies in the range 
2 0 - 3 0  EeV. The second observation was tîiat the value of 
at energies down to 4*5 KeV was the same within the statistical 
error for different thicknesses of nylon film. If there 
were any errors due to the unequal transmission of electrons 
and positrons this should lead to variations in^ with window 
thickness.

The results for S and S>'̂ obtained with this source are in 
fair agreement with the earlier experiments. At low energy 
^appeared to be roughly constant, rather than a decreasing 
function of decreasing energy as indicated by the measurements 
made with the fifth source. The mean values for a platinum 
target of , Sr” and Ŝ frcan all the sources at low energy will 
be given after the section on systematic errors. The final
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carves at high energy are so close to those already shown in 
Figures 43 (h) and 44 (h) that they will not he reploted.
VI* 10. Experiments with the seventh source 
VI, 10 (l) General. This was the last ejcperiment, and 
measurements were made with a copper-heryllium target, in order 
to improve on the accuracy of results from the first source, 
and to extend measurements for this material to low energy. It 
was considered worthwhile to compare results ffom two different 
targets, even though it was realised that the statistical error 
on one experiment would he large and no small differences in the 
behaviour of the two materials could be detected. Values of 
^ ~ and % * were obtained in addition to relative measurements. 

Data obtained'with the seventh source did not extend to the high 
energy region, because of a breakdown in the field measuring 
system. The small rotating coil went open circuit, and it was 
not possible to wind a replacement before the source became too 
weak to use,
VI, 10 (2) Results. The variation of ̂  with energy is shown in 
Figure 45, "vdiich includes some points obtained with the first 
source for comparison. There appeared to be a discrepency 
between the value of obtained in this experiment, and the 
value found using source one. However, as the statistical 
errors associated with the results obtained with the first
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source were very large, and several improvements in technique 
were included after the first experiment, the values obtained 
with source seven were much more reliable. The best results for 
platinum are shown by a dotted curve. Figure 46 shows the 
values of the obtained; some data for platinum is also
included for comparison,
VT« 10 (3) Discussion, The results for relative S*S* were the 
same for platinum and coppsr-beryllium within the statistical 
error. The significance of this from the point of view of the 
interpretation of the results will be discussed in Chapter VII# 

The shape of the yield curve for copper-beryllium was also 
similar to that for platinum, although the value was lower.
There was no tendency for the former curve to approach the latter 
as energy was decreased, and so the cross over mentioned in 
Section VI, 5* (3h) must occur at an energy less 5 KeV, probably 
1 - 2 KeV.
VI# it Systematic Errors
VI, 11, (1) General Considerations, In the introduction to 
this Chapter the inportance of examining the possibility of 
systematic errors was pointed out. The investigation was
carried out with the last four sources and two additional 
sources, lîany factors were examined, but only two were found 
to introduce any appreciable error. The first of these was
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the error which arose at high energies from primary particles 
scattered from the first dynode. This was quite straight * forward 
and was measured in the preliminary experiments described in 
Sections III, 3* (7), andIV, 5*(1)* It will only be referred 
to very briefly in this section. The other error was the 
background error, vhich is rather involved and will be considered 
in some detail.

The use of a ”comparison method”, in which the relative S,E, 
of electrons and positrons was measured ̂ caused most factors T/diich 
might have introduced errors to cancel out. The search for 
errors was largely an investigation of any instrumental factors 
which would be different for the two types of particle. The 
corrections determined for the error arising from primaries 
reflected from the target was directly applicable to the values 
of the S,E,0, of electrons and positrons. For the background 
error, the correction was applicable to, , the relative 8,2,, 
but it will be shown that most of the error in fact arose in the 
positron measurements, so as a first approximation it was assumed 
that % was correct and S was subject to the same error as ^ *

This approximation does not affect the comparisons already made 
between the results of the Author and those of other workers, 
because in the region Tdiere the measurements were compared 
( > 20 KeV), the background error was becoming small.
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In the remainder of this section a very brief summary 
of the more important factors which were investigated will be 
given* This will be followed by a slightly more detailed account 
of the background error; in conclusion, the final corrected 
results and the estimated probable errors will be given*
VI. 11, (2). The possibility of an error in the magnetic field.

An error in the magnetic field was considered unlikely in 
view of the method of field measurement used. However, it was 
realised that, as the S.S.C. of electrons is a steeply rising 
function of decreasing energy, a small error in the magnetic 
field could produce an apparent excess of electron S.E* over 
positron S.E. Such an error would arise if, on reversing I, 
the magnetic field was not exactly reversed, but was weaker in 
the direction required to focus electrons* This would mean that 
the S.S.C. of electrons of a certain energy was being compared 
to that of positrons of a higher energy, and so the S.E.C* of 
electrons would appear to be greater.

Examination of the form of the curves of S^and ̂ "̂ against 
energy at low energies did not suggest a magnetic field error.
If there vras such an error, in the direction necessary to produce 
large values of ̂  , then the tv/o yield curves should be 
approximately parallel, but with the positron curve displaced to 
lower energy relative to the electron curve. Therefore the
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rapid rise in 6" which was observed with decreasing energy should 
also be observed for except at an apparently lower energy* 
Figures 41 end 44 (a) showed no evidence for such a rise in the 
positron yield curve, even at energies much lower than those 
at which the rise in the electron curve became steep. A further 
factor in favour of making a veiy careful check on the field 
measurement v/as the discrepency observed in 4 , pointed out in 
Section VI. 9* (3)* Such a discrepency would have been produced
by a magnetic field error in the direction to make appear too 
large.

A very careful experiment on the field reversal v̂ as carried 
out, in which the magnetic fields produced by reversing I were 
measured with a ballistic galvanometer; the spectrometer was 
removed from between the magnet poles and the ballistic galvano
meter search coil placed in the centre of the gap. This experimait 
showed no significant discrepancy, and the result was quite 
independent of the previous history of the magnet, so no peculiar 
hysteresis effects could be present.
VI. 11. (2a) The possibility of an error due to positron annihila
tion radiation. A factor which might have introduced an error 
was the effect of the 0*51 MeV quanta produced by the comparatively 
large flux of positrons which annihilated in the vicinity of the 
counter e.g. on collimating slits, when these particles were
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being focusfid*. The effect of these quanta in the multiplier 
could be neglected as its efficiency for such radiation was 
only ^  10“’̂ (See Section III# 3* (5) )• These ‘ZT-rays could, 
however, affect the Geiger counter, whose efficiency for such 
radiation was ^  10**̂ # This would have made the measured positron 
count rate larger than the true count rate, because a contribution 
would have been included due to the annihilation radiation from 
positrons vhich did not enter the counter# Thus the measured 
values ofwould be smaller and ^ larger than the true values#
An error which arose in this way would have been independent of 
energy, and so could not have produced the large values of ^  

observed at low energy# It might have introduced a discrepanqy 
at high energy#

An experiment was carried out to see if any appreciable 
error arose from the annihilation radiation# The Geiger counter 
count rate was measured for positrons of a fixed energy with the 
counter window covered by a brass plate l/l6” thick, and then as 
usual# In practice, to obtain conaparable count rates the first 
measurement was made about seven source half-lives before the other, 
and corrected for the half-life# The count rate with the window 
covered arose from ̂ -rays which were produced by positrons TÉiich 
would normally have entered the counter, and also from "b"*^ays 
produced by positrons which annihilated in the spectrometer near
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the counter. It was the latter group 7/hich would have contributed
to an error. The measurements showed that the count rate with
the window covered, was '^0,6/0 of the positron count with the 
window uncovered. This was just about the contribution to be 
expected from the positrons which would normally have entered the 
counter# The other contribution, which would have given an error, 
was certainly less than 0#2;o and could be neglected compared to 
the lowest statistical error of 2;b in ̂  ♦

It should be noted, as shown in Chapter H, Bart 1, that 
the actual secondary yield produced by the radiation which arose 
fran positrons -vdiich annihilated in the target, without giving 
secondary electrons, was negligible* It was shown to be ̂  10T\
VI# 11. (3). The possibility of an error produced by the electric 
field between the first and second multiplier dynodes. The primary 
beam must pass through the electric field between the first and 
second dynodes before hitting the target# The potential, V, on 
the second dynode was 500 volts, and in the electric field produced 
by V slov/ positrons and electrons would be deflected, in opposite 
directions, before hitting the target# It was shown in Section III. 
3.(6) that the position of the first dynode was critical, and so 
the point of impact might also be very important. Calculations 
gave a deflection 0.1 mm. in the energy region 10-20 KeV, 
which can probably be neglected. At energies 5 KeV, the
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deflection would approach r</ ^ mm., vhich might have an effect*
If these deflections increased the efficiency of detection of 
secondaries produced by electrons or reduced that for positrons, 
values of ̂  and therefore of ^  which were larger than the true 
values, would be obtained.

In order to examine this effect, values of 4 were measured
in which V was 250 volts, 500 volts (normal) and 1,000 volts,
all other potentials on the multiplier being unaltered# L '

correction was made for the resultant variation in the gain of
the multiplier# If the high values of ̂ ^were produced by the
voltage V, then at V = 1,000 volts much greater values would be
expected, and smaller values at V = 250 volts# A small effect
showing exactly the opposite was found. It was thus established
that the high values of ̂ ^did not arise from errors introduced
by the voltage V, but the variation of ̂  with V remained to be

\\\

explained* Other measurements showed that the change in 7 only 
affected the positron count rate, and not the electron count rate. 
This suggested that the observed effect might be associated with 
the background error and the probable explanation for it will be 
given later (Section VI# 11# (6c) )#
VI# 11 (if) The possibility of the spectrometer magnetic field 
affecting the multiplier* Electron multipliers' are sensitive 
to small magnetic fields, and so although the measured fringing
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field at the multiplier was found to be negligible, even for 
the maximum spectrometer field, a control experiment was carried 
out to see if the spectrometer field affected the multiplier#
No effect was found for fields of twice the maximum value which 
had been used.
VI# 11# (5). The error arising from primary particles 
scattered from the first dynode. A correction for this effect 
was worked out in Section IV# 3* (I) for the case of high energy 
primaries on a copper-b eryllium target. In this section the 
correction for platinum will be found, and the correction for 
both targets extended to lower energies.

The correction for platinum at high energies was determined
in exactly the same way as described in Section IV. 5* (1 ) for

(52)copper-beryllium# Again, the results of Seliger on the 
relative backscattering of electrons and positrons were assumed, 
together with the data given in Section III.3® (7) on R, the ratio 
of the efficiency of the multiplier for reflected electrons to 
that for secondaries. The value of the corrections to be 
subtracted from at high energies was 4fo# The corrections 
to be subtracted from ̂  and % were determined in the same way.

The corrections varied with energy as H, and the values of 
the corrections to be applied to ^  at different energies, for 
platinum and copper-beryllium, are shown in Table 5# The
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TABLE 5.
C o rre c tio n s , which have been subtracted, from the observed 

values of and ̂  , due to primary particles scattered from 
the first dynode* The estimated uncertainties in the corrections 
are given*

Energy
KeV

Correction ̂
Platinum Copper-Beryllium

< 2 0 =L1 + 0.2 C&0.5
30 2 + 0,25 1.5 + 0.1

50 3 + 0 .5 2 + 0.25

100 3«5 + 0 ,5 2 .5 + 0 .3

150 3» 5 + 0.5 2.5 + 0 .3

>200 4 + 0.5 3 + 0 .3



uncertainties in the corrections to be applied to ̂  at different 
energies are given in the table. These uncertainties were 
important, because, although the correction itself was small, 
it was comparable with the excess of electron 8*E* over positron 

observed at high energies# The uncertainties mainly arose 
from the values of R; the accuracy of the value of R at high 
energy was considered in Section III# 3* (7)> and the figure 
given there has been assumed# It was found that the maximum error 
in 'I and hence in ̂  which was likely to arise tr<M these 
uncertainties was ̂  ̂ /oé This did not have much effect on the 
value of ^# A further error in the correction could have arisen 
if the results of Seliger were inaccurate, but an error '^30/o

in these results would only introduce errors ^  In  the correction# 
VI# 11# 6# The Background Error
VI# 11. (6a) How the backp;round error arose# When the 
spectrometer was set up to focus electrons or positrons of a 
given energy, the following different groups of particles actually 
reached the detector:- (l) Electrons or positrons of the required 
energy, with a count rate denoted by H# (2) Particles of both 
signs from all the rest of the electron and positron spectra, which 
had been scattered from the walls of the spectrometer in order to 
reach the counter# This group was called the ’•scattered 
background** and is denoted by B̂ # (3) The natural background, B #
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This arose largely from cosmic rays and thermal emission at the 
first dynode, but also included the background produced by 
direct if-rays from the source# The required count rate, N, was 
given by N* - (Bq + B^) where N is the observed count rate for 
a given field setting, including the background# Bq was 
independent of magnetic field (this was checked experimentally) 
and could be measured and the appropriate correction made# B^ 
could not be measured directly, and varied with the magnetic field 
for the following reason# At any field, particles which had a 
radius of curvature in that field of the same order of the radius 
of the spectrometer tubes, would be curled up by the field and 
unable to reach the detector, even after being scattered from the 
walls# Thus the value of Bg would tend to decrease as the 
magnetic field was increased# A first approximation to B^ + Bg 
was the background for zero magnetic field, but the true value 
at other fields was less# This approximation is valid if 
N »Bg, i#e# at medium and higher energies# At low energies,
where N ̂  errors in the count rate arose# As the energy was
reduced, B^ tended to its value at zero field, but the count rate 
became much less than B^, so a small error in Bg introduced an 
appreciable error in the count rate. An idea of the relative 
values of Bg, and the count rates at low energy can be obtained 
from Table 6 Tihich shows values of Y  ; Y  is defined above
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the table. The experimental method for separating and Bg 
will be given later# The corrected count rate was less than Bg 
:Lf IfzL 100, and errors in Bg became important.

At first it might have appeared that any errors would 
have arisen in both the multiplier and Geiger counter data, and 
therefore have tended to cancel each other in the final ratio,
^ 24̂ ^ • This was not so and an error in ^ did arise.
This error arose because the error in B^ was much more important 
for the multiplier positron measurements, than for any other 
measurements. If a con̂ >arable error had arisen in either the 
multiplier electron data, or the Geiger counter positron data, 
these errors would have tended to cancel and the finaüL error 
would have been small# It will now be shown lAy the error due 
to Bg was only large for the positron measuraxients in the 
multiplier#

Bg contained particles of all energies, and the slowest 
particles, (largely electrons, as 5 at low energies) would
be very efficiently recorded by the multiplier, but would not 
enter the Geiger counter at all, because of the nylon window#
It was just this very slow cocqponent of Bg idûch was most likely 
to be affected by the magnetic fields required to focus low 
energy particles# Thus, at low energy, where it was shown that 
an error in B^ would have the most effect, such an error was
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greatest for the multiplier measurements. Par low energy 
multiplier data on positrons, is small i.e. Bg, and
there was an appreciable error. For low energy electrons "Y" 
was large, and so there was only a small error, which tended to 
cancel the error in the positron measurements. For the low 
energy Geiger counter data, the window removed the particles 
most likely to introduce errors, but for positrons IT^was again 
small and there was some error, also tending to cancel the 
error in the multiplier positron measurements* At low energies 
the error in Bg would depend on how many very slow particles 
there were in B„.o
VI. 11. (6b). Some General considerations regarding the
background error. Before considering experimental methods of 
determining the background correction, an estimate of the error 
in B^ required to account for the observed differences in the 
S.E.C. of electrons and positrons was made from the values of 
y  given in the table. It was found that below ^  20 KeV an 
error 39^ in B^ was required; above ^  20 KeV a much 
greater error was necessary. Although the error in B8
increased with field, so did y, and at ^  20 KeV ̂  became 
large and the effect of the error in Bg was small.

Some general considerations indicated that such a large 
error was improbable. Firstly, the Geiger counter spectrum
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showed that only a few per cent of all the particles in the p 
and p'*'spectra have energies -^20 KeV and therefore was 
largely composed of high energy particles. Secondly, high 
energy particles had a greater chance of being reflected from the 
walls of the spectrometer, because the reflection co-efficient 
Increased with energy (See Section I. 3* (S) )* To offset 
these points it must be remembered that the multiplier was very 
sensitive to slow particles, and as measured by this counter an 
appreciable faction of could have arisen from low energy 
particles.

Although it seemed unlikely that the large values of ^ 
which were observed arose from a background error, such an error 
would probably have some effect on the result, and it was 
Important to investigate this experimentally and determine a 
correction. After the first source experiment, imhen the possibility 
of a background @rror was realised, the spectrometer was 
dismantled and fitted with much more efficient baffles to reduce 
scattering from the walls.
VI. 11. (6c). Experimental Investigation of the Background 
Error. Many experiments were considered, and seme tried 
unsuccessfully. A basic drawback to most of the proposed methods 
was the lack of particles; three experimoits yielded useful 
results. The object of these was basically to determine the
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number of low energy particles in the scattered background and 
to estimate how varied with energy# A correction was 
deduced from this. There did not seem to be any feasable 
sxperiment by which the correction could be measured directly.

The first experiment arose from, an attenqpt to fit a *gate* 
in the spectrometer, consisting of an electrostic lens which 
would stop particles of energy less than a given value from 
reaching the detector. This approach failed because the applied 
field in either direction caused the multiplier to behave very 
erractically, and the natural background increased by up to an 
order of magnitude, presumably due to stray ions, or to electrons 
(possibly produced by field emission) ihich were accelerated 
down the tube to the first dyiaode. A modification consisted 
of two electrostatic deflector plates outside the spectrometer 
glass tube, one above and one below, about 20 cms from the 
target; the electric field produced would bend the slow particles 
in Bg away from the collimating slit, idiile not affecting the 
high energy component. This experiment, althou^ rather crude, 
did give results. It wax found that an applied potential 
across the plates from $00 •• 3*000 volts caused a greater 
decrease in the value of B^ when measured with the multiplier 
than with the nylon windowed Geiger counter. This indicated 
that a greater faction of the background arose from slow particles
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for the multiplier than for the Geiger counter* By 
calculating the expected deflection of particles produced by 
the applied field (taking into account the fact the plates 
were outside the glass tube), an estimate of the low energy 
conq>anent of Bg in the multiplier was made# The figure 
obtained was between 5 and 25/ i , probably between 10 and 13̂ ; 
there was some evidence that this component was of very low 
en^gy "d a few KeV*

A veiy important addition to the apparatus for all the 
correction experiments was a moveable shutter in the spectrometer, 
just in front of the final slit* This could be operated 
without breaking the vacuum# I/hen the shutter was closed no 
particles could pass down the tube and B was obtained* B 
is equal to the count rate with the shutter open, minus Bq*

The second method for estimating the low energy component 
of Bg consisted of using data already obtained to find the 
mean 8*EwGof B , and also to compare values of the B_ obtained 
with the two Geiger counters* The average 8*E#C* of Bg was 
of the order of that of 30 KeV electrons* This suggested that 
an appreciable fraction of the multiplier background probably 
arose from low energy particles* A very rough estimate placed 
this fraction at between 10/o and 39/4 By cooq>aring the values 
of Bg measured with the two Geiger counters it was found that
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the nylon windowed counter detected Ififo more counts than the
mica windowed counter# This suggested ̂  40/S of lay
between a few KeV and ^ 30 KeV, which is higher than other
experiments indicated, but included many particles whose energy
was too high to contribute much to the background error#

The third and most fruitful method of investigating the
background was, in principle, to examine the scattered background
from a source which only emitted electrons, with the magnetic
field in the direction required to focus positrons# A gold 198
source of comparable thickness to the copper 64 sources was used,
and the scattered background measured with the multiplier and
the nylon windowed Geiger counter# This gave at once fair
estimate of the way B^ from the copper sources (assuming
was largely electrons at low energy) varied at low "positron
fields"# The gold spectrum was similar to the copper 64 electron
spectrum but extended to rather higher energy* This meeins that
the correction would be underestimated, because there will be
relatively fewer slow particles in the gold spectrum# The
curves obtained are shown in Figure 47; (T, which is defined
under the figure, is effectively the value of B at "positron8
fields" expressed as a percentage of the value at zero field#
It is seen that, as expected, the scattered background in the 
multiplier fell off faster than in the Geiger counter as the
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"positron field" was increased» The difference due to the low 
energy component was^10-2Q/o in the region of interest# Again 
there was some evidence that the difference m s  probably produced 
by very slow particles#

This measurement really gives the relative contribution 
of low energy particles to the multiplier background compared to 
the background in the nylon windowed Geiger counter# It was 
assumed that the error in Bg in the multiplier was approximately 
the difference between the two curves in Figure 47 and so any 
background error in the Geiger counter positron measurement was 
also taken into account#

In this discussion it has been assumed that the error in the 
background in the experiments with copper 64 arose largely from 
the electron component of the background* This assumption was 
justified, because the type of errors considered would arise 
largely from the slow particles in the background, and these were 
mostly electrons, because^ was ^  5 at low energies#

There was one further piece of evidence which agreed qualitat
ively with the above considerations on the background error#
This was the discrepancy observed in when the potential, V, 
between the first and second multiplier dynodes was varied (See 
Section VI# 11* (3) )• It was found that M was smaller when 
V = 1,000 volts than idien V = 500 volts and larger Wien V = 250 volts,
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Further measurements established that this difference was 
produced by a variation in the positron count rate# This 
probably arose from a change in produced by altering V#
If V was increased the very slow component of would be bent 
away and not fall on the target# This would make at zero 
field with V = 1,000 volts smaller relative to the value at 
V a 500 volts# Hence at V = 1,000 volts the positron count 
would appear too large and too small, as observed# Although
there was insufficient data to confirm the variation of B^ with 
V, the above explanation leads to results for the variation 
of with V of the order of magnitude observed#
71# 11# (6d)# Final Assessment of the Background Error#
All the evidence presented above, together with a few further 
considerations led to the values of the error in B^ ̂  C , at 
different energies given in Table 7# By considering all the 
different methods of obtaining a value of 6 the estimated probable 
uncertainty in £ was found, and is given in the table# 3he 
corresponding coirection, ^ , to be subtracted from the measured 
values of ^^and is also given in the table, together with 
the estimated probable uncertainty in ̂  , S ̂  , arising frcm the 
background correction# was equal to ^ where
was defined in Table 6#

It should again be stressed that the value of £
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TABLE 7

Values of the error in 6 , together with the estimated
uncertainty in 6 * The appropriate corrections, f<-, to be 
subtracted from the measured values of ̂  are shown; is expressed 
as a percentage of the measured values All the results
have been corrected by ̂ , and the final column gives the estimated 
probable uncertainty in > arising from the background
correction. is expressed as a percentage of the final v^ues of

a minus sign indicates that the lower limit o f i s  obtained 
by subtracting

Energy KeV t. St»
6.5 10 + 4 33 + 20
10 13+ 5 22 + 10

15 16 + 6 13.5 + 6

20 18 + 7 9.5 ± 4

30 25 + 15 6.3 ± 3

50 ^33 "2 -



determined assumed that the background error was largely 
important for the multiplier positron measuranents# The basis 
for this assumption has been given* There was probably some 
error in the positron Geiger counter data, as 2^ was small at 
low energies, but this has been taken into account by the way 
the correction was determined* The first and last methods 
described essentially measured the effect of the background 
error in the multiplier, con^ared v/ith the Geiger counter* Any 
errors in the electron data will probably be small compared with 
the errors in the positron data, and in any case wou).d tend to 
cancel in the final value of . The background error was 
only invesitgated in detail for platinum target. However, 
as the general form of the results for platinum and copper- 
beryllium at low energies was similar the corrections would 
probably be approximately the same; the value found for 
platinum has been used for copper-beiyllium*
VI* 11* (?)• ^sternatic Errors - Conclusion. The Final Results.

The overall correction which has been applied was the sum 
of the corrections due to scattered particles at the first 
dynode and the background error. The total error was the 
sum of the statistical error and the probable uncertainties 
in the corrections; these have been added because the 
uncertainties in the corrections were not random errors.
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Table 8 gives the final results for ̂  with the errors, for 
a platinum target. The final curve of against energy at 
low energies is given in Figure 48# Figure 49 gives the final 
results for the S.E. coefficients of electrons and positrons 
at lew energy. The overall errors are shown, and as a first 
approximation it has been assumed, as pointed out in Section VI.
11. (6a), that the background error lies in the positron 
measurements, and^ has been corrected by the same percentage 
as ^  j the final error in ̂  was found in the same way as for ̂  .
The shape of the curve of S against ener^ was as expected;

cl" •the shape of the 0 curve was rather strange, and indicated a slight
fall in ̂ ^with decreasing energy. It is not possible to say
if this is genuine, as the corrections to ̂  were only approximate
estimates.

There were two main observations from the final results 
for ̂  # The first of these was the existence of a small excess 
in the S.E* of electrons over that of positrons at high energy, 
which probably lies between and 6/0. In this energy region 
the difficulties associated with the low energy measurements 
were absent, and the background error was very small because 
Bg was only a few per cent of the count rate. Thus the 
observed difference in the S.E. of electrons and positrons was 
probably quite genuine. It is, of course, always hard to be
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TABLE 8
The final results for the relative 8# 2, of platiniin, from 

all sources; obtained from the graphs of^ against energy*
The overall statistical error (St*E.), the probable uncertainties 
in the corrections (u) and the total errors (T.2. ) are shown.

Energy
KeV "1

St.E. u I.E.

6*5 3.25 +- 0.5 — 0,65
.35^ 
- 1.15

10 1.68 + 1%; 
- 0.17 -0.32

15 1.25 -0.075 - 0.125
20 1.20 ± ^ 0 5

30 1.14 + 8;o
- 0.09

50 1.07 i olB& + 4/a i 0.04

100 1.04 ±0i^2 + 0*51- 0.005 . 2.5/; - 0.025

200 1.04 i oi02 + 0.5> - 0.005
+ 2.5/0 
- 0.025

300 1.04 ± of 02 + 2.5/0 -0.025
400 1.04 ioi“o2 + 2.5/0 - 0.025
500 1.04 + 3.5/i -0.035.
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Figure 48. The variation with primary energy of the final 
value of , for platinum, at low energies, (Obtained from 
all sources). The total errors are shown*
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certain of a gmall effect ■without repeating the measurements 
using a different experimental arrangement*

The second observation was that at low energy a substantial 
increase in was found ■sdiich was much greater than the maximum 
uncertainty in the results* In this region* however, there 
were many difficulties in the measurements; in particular the 
fact that the count rate was oft mi much less than the background# 
The background error was investigated as thoroughly as possible, 
but it must be stressed the final correction was an estimate, and 
not an exact measurement* The estimate was made from four quite 
different experiments, all of which gave approximately the same 
values of the corrections, so it should be f^rly good.

In the low energy range only the background error, of all 
the errors investigated, had an appreciable effect* It is 
not possible to say that there were no other factors which 
introduced errors, but the Author has att^pted to carry out as 
thorough an investigation of instrumental errors as possible, and 
only a further experiment with a different geometry would finally 
settle the matter* The importance of repeating the measuremaats, 
especially at low energies, with a different experimen'fcal 
arrangement was fully realised, and s<me alternative approaches 
were considered* There was however, insufficient time to 
undertake a new experiment with a different method, and a few
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hastily ruade measurements would not he of much value.
In any further experimental work, a spectrometer with the 

maximum transmission should he used, in which particular care is 
taken to eliminate scattering from the walls, so that no confusion 
between wanted and unwanted particles can arise. The use of a 
comparison method does seem to offer advantages, but it would be 
better to use two sources, one giving electrons only and one 
positrons only, which could be interchanged; this would remove any 
possibility of detecting electrons when examining positrons* The 
difficulty would be to obtain a sufficiently strong emitter.
It is essential to use a very strong source in order to get 
sufficient positrons at low energies. Other possible improvements 
include the design of a multiplier with a larger first dynode, to 
increase the collection efficiency and the use of a coincidence 
method with the positron decay radiation, if copper 64 had to 
supply the positrons. As will be pointed out in Chapter VII, 
information on the energy distribution of the outgoing particles, 
both fast and slow would be extremely valuable, and future 
experiments should attempt to include such measurements.
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CHAPTËIR VII 
DISCUSSION M D TENTATIVE EXPLANATION

VII. 1. Introduction
In this Chapter the results for the relative S*E, ̂  ,

of electrons and positrons will he discussed* Firstly, a simple
theory to explain the small differences observed at high
primary energies will be suggested; this is s«ni-quantitative
and predicts values of ̂  of the right order of magnitude* Some
more tentative suggestions, which might perhaps qualitatively
explain the results at low energies, will then be given*

At the time of writing there is no theoretical work on S*E*
for primary energies of greater than /v/ 2 KeV, even for electrons,
vhich might act as a guide in the interpretation of the results
for positrons* For energies greater than w20 KeV work has been
done on positrons, for example on scattering (both multiple and
single), which has in general confirmed theory; with the

(52)exception of Seliger*s measurements on the backscattering of 
positrons, none of the other work seems relavent to the S*E, of 
the particles* At energies between ̂  5 and 20 KeV there do not 
appear to be any relavent measurements on positrons, and 
practically none on electrons.
VII* 2* A Proposed Interpretation of the Results at Primary 
Energies ft-caa 50 to 500 Ke7«
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VII*2.(l) Theoretical Considerations. In the absence of 
any detialed theory on the mechanism of S*E. at high primary 
energies, it seems reasonable to suppose that the S*E*C* 7d.ll be 
proportional to the energy loss of the particles, dE/dx* A 
secondary which can escape must be produced very near the surface 
of the target, so a primary normally produces observable secondaries 
as it enters the target; also, as pointed out in Section 1*1* (3), 
primaries vhich are scattered inside the target, and emerge again, 
can liberate secondaries as they leave thd target.

It follows that the S#E$C*, as defined in Section 1.1* (3)
*(See footnote), is given by:

K (ijE) (aE/ax) (1  ....VII - (1)
'where S.is the reflection coefficient and K (^) is a factor 
depending on the material and possibly on the primary energy*

Thus = J IL  (<as/ax)~ (i + ̂  )  .vn - (2)
' S ̂  h ̂  (aE/ax)* (1 +

Without any knowledge of K it will be assumed that K* = K+;
physically this means only differences in 8»E* arising from dE/dx 
and ̂ ĵ are included*

Recently Nelms published tables of the energy loss and 
range of positrons and electrons in many materials* These tables

St^cme Authors define the S*E*C* as the yield 
from ingoing primaries only
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(31 )were compiled using the Bethe formula for electrons, and
the expression derived hy Rohrlich and Carson for the 
energy loss of positrons* There is, as yet, very little 
experimental support for the calculations on positrons. |
Seliger has made measurements on the backscattering of electrons î!
and positrons with energies ̂  100's of KeV, and found that electrons !
were backseattered by w 3O/0 more than positrons, i*e. ^ 1*3* I

I 1
It is worthvÆdle to outline very briefly the mechanism

proposed by Seliger to explain his results* He suggested that
the unequal backscattering was a consequence of the integrated
effect of a large number of inelastic single scattering events,
for each of which the cross section for electrons ( (Ĵ ) exceeds the
classical Rutherford cross section (CP ), and that for positronsr
( is less than (T̂ * (See Mott and Mass^ ^̂ ^̂ )* Miller
calculated the approximate difference in the backscattering to be
expected on the above basis, and found § ̂  ^  1*16# This
ratio would be expected to decrease at low energies and for small
values of the atomic number, because and rr" will both tend toe U p

Seliger observed that the ratio was approximately independent 
of atomic number for 4^2^80.

In order to determine the variation of ̂  with energy, values 
of S ̂  at different energies were required# These were obtained 
from the results of Seliger (̂ 2) Trump and Van de Graaff
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Tràlich were in approximate agreement with values estimated by the 
Author (See Section 111.3.(7) )• At high energy was ^  

for platinum. Precise values of , and also of , could have 
been measured with the Author ' s apparatus, but this would have 
involved a complete further series of experiments, of a rather more 
difficult nature than the S.E. measurements. For the semi- 
quantative treatment given here accurate values were not essential. 
Table 9 gives;for platinum, the ratios of (dE/dx) /(dE/dx)"** obtained 
from Nelms* results, and the values of (l + S^)/(1 +<$^). The 
values o f a r e  given by the product of these two quantities; the 
experimental values are also shown.

The above considerations lead to values of ̂  for copper-beryllium 
roughly the same as those for platinum; the data for that 
material are not accurate enough to warrant quantitative comparisons.

From the table it is seen that at energies below ̂  400 KeV 
electrons lose energy slower than positrons, so, on the proposed 
picture, they will produce fewer secondaries per unit path length. 
However, more electrons are reflected, and above an energy -^100 KeV 
the extra yield from these particles exceeds the other effect, 
and electrons have a greater 3.E.C. than positrons.
VII.2. (2) Agreement with Experiment For primary energies 100 - 
400 KeV there is reasonable agreement with experiment, and 
therefore the proposed picture may be a reasonable representation of
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Values of the quantities appearing in equasion VII (2), 
together with the values of ̂  calculated for platinum ftom that 
equasion, and the experimental values*

E.KeV. (dEy'dx) /(as/dx)* 1 -t-s; 
1 + %

'jCalo,

10 0.85 ~1.02 0.87 1.68 + 0.32

20 0.88 1.05 0.93 1.2 + 0.1

50 0.92 1.06 0.98 1.07 + 0.04

100 0.95 1.07 1.02 1.04 + 0.025

200 0.98 1.08 1.06 1.04 +.0,025

300 0.99 1,08 1.07 1,04 + 0.025

UÛQ 0.99 1.08 1.07 1.04 + 0.025

500 1.01 1.08 1.09 1.04 + 0.035



the process. Above«̂ 500 KeV the value of ̂  should rise as 
(dE/dx)" “begins to exceed. (dE/dx)***» The experiments were not 
extended to sufficiently high energies for this to “become marked* 
Below 50 KeV the experimental value begins to rise and the 
calculated value to fall, so the simple picture breaks down.

More experimental and theoretical work, both on S*E# and the 
reflection of particles from surfaces, is required to fully 
illucidate the process* In particular, it would be very valuable 
to repeat Seliger’s measurements of S^and over a range of 
energies, using monoenergetio beams, (Seliger used sources, as 
was done in the S*E* experiment described in Chapter IV),

Another fruitful experiment would be to compare the S#E, 
coefficients of electrons and positrons from very thin and thick 
targets, V/ith the former the reflected component will be 
greatly reduced, and positrons should give the larger yield 
because of (dE/dx)* The targets used for the experiments described 
in Chapter VI were all thick, compared to the primary range. The 
Author attempted a hasty experiment to measure Ŝ for electrons, 
using a thin aluminium target,alone, and backed by a thick target. 
There were a number of complications, however, and the results were

(30)inconclusive. Miller and Porter examined the fast secondary
yield from a gold foil, and found it m s  reduced; they did not 
observe any large change in the slow secondary yield, but, as
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stated in their paper, these workers did not make any careful 
measurements on the true secondary yield from a thin target*
It would he surprising if there was no reduction in the slow 
yield as the production of secondaries by reflected primaries

/o \
seems to be generally accepted (See for example, Bruining  ̂ ,
or Palluel ),

One further useful experiment would be to examine the 
secondary yield, both slow and fast, from the exit side of a thin 
target for electrons and positrons* Positrons, being reflected 
less are transmitted more (See Chapter II Part l) and the true 
secondary yield on the exit side should be greater for positrons 
than electrons#
VII 3* Some tentative explanations for the results at primary 
energies less than 30 KeV.
VII# 3* (1) An extension of the theory proposed at high energies*
It was assumed in Section VII* 2* that a scattered primary which 
emerged from the target had an equal chance of producing a secondary 
electron as it entered or left the surface. At high energies this 
was probably true, but at lower energies, where S is increasing 
sharply with decreasing energy this may not be the case; an 
inelastically reflected primary, emerging with lower energy, would 
have a greater probability of producing a secondary "v̂ en it left 
the surface# If there was an appreciable fraction of the reflected
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primaries degraded in energy, especially if some particles 
emerged with much lower energy, these could make a substantial 
contribution to the yield,

A few measurements on the energy distribution of the fast 
secondary yield for electrons of energy between 20 and 40 KeV have 
been reported, by Kulenkampff and Spyra The distribution
showed that, although most of the reflected particles had energies 
near there was a tail which included a significant number of 
particles with energies much less than Ep#

If Seliger*s results can be extended to lower energies, rough 
estimates show that ̂  could be of the order of 1,1 at 50 KeV and 
1,05 - 1#1 at 20 KeV, The figure at 20 KeV assumed Balluelb^^^^ 
value for for platinum; this author found that reached its 
maximum and approximately constant value at lovw energies than those 
indicated by the work of Trump and Van de Graaff

There is an important corollaiy to the above discussion*
On the basis of the assumptions which have been made, the correction 
which has been applied for primaries reflected from the first dynode, 
(See Section VI, 11* (5) )> would become greater and the true value 
of ^ smaller* There is insufficient data to make a qualitative 
reassessment of the correction, but in the energy region 20 - 50 KeV 
the experimental value of might easily be reduced by several 
per cent, and become of the same order as the theoretical estimates*
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The preceeding considerations do not seem adequate to explain 
the large values of ̂  observed below 20 KeV* It should he 
noted, however, that if the energy distribution of the fast 
secondary yield frcm electrons and positrons was different, such 
that there were more slow electrons, values of ̂ up to 1*5 could 
be explained between 10 and 20 KeV, even without assuming Seliger *s 
result that SI / 1*3. Although no relevant work has been done,
general considerations do not suggest that there is likely to be 
much difference between the two distributions*
VII, 3# (2) Further considerations regarding S,E, by electrons 
and positrons at energies less than 20 KeV. In order to account for 
the large values ofobserved below 20 KeV some more basic 
difference in the mechanism of the production of secondary electrons 
is required. As yet the detailed processes occuring for electrons 
are not fully understood,

A physical picture showing how the secondary yield might be 
produced will be suggested; it will then be shown how positron - 
electron differences could perhaps arise. Primary particles which 
enter the target will soon loose their original sense of direction, 
and will meander about inside the metal, loosing energy as they 
go, producing secondary electrons within the metal, V/hen the 
primaries pass near the surface, some of these electrons can 
escape, and appear as secondary electrons. The rate of production
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of secondary electrons increases as the primary looses energy.
For primary positrons, conduction electrons near the surface, 

whose escape might he favoured, will often experience an inward 
force, which would impede their emission. This is similar in 
some respects to the process of Auto-emission by positrons, 
discussed in Chapter II, except that here the positron is inside 
the metal, and its field is opposing the escape of a secondary 
electron. Also, the positron may be moving much more slowly, 
having lost energy in the metal, so that it has a greater chance 
of affecting the conduction electron in the way described,
A further possibility is that a positron which had been slowed 
down might capture an electron, whidi otherwise would have 
appeared as a secondary,
VII, 4, Conclusion Although the excess of electron S,E, over 
positron S,E, can be accounted for at energies greater than 
100 KeV and possibly greater than 20 KeV, the results below 20 KeV 
are not yet by any means fully understood; more experimental and 
theoretical work is required. The experimental method used is 
capable of extension, and some improvements were suggested at the 
end of Chapter VI; the lack of a suitable source of positrons with 
energies less than 20 KeV is at present the main drawback to 
making more extensive measurements on these particles.
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' APPENDIX I
The expressions from the theory of a wedge spectrometer. 

The symbols are explained in Section V#1*(2),

S = 8. K  ̂   ̂Sin^ & + Sin^ K" )
Sin Y* Sin ^ )

n _ a Sin » A v—  (sin 0 + Sin Y  ) Sin 0 V

t _ 23 X Sin (Cos 0 + Sin 6 C G- + 1T3 ̂ _____•
-rr Cos 0 (Cos0 + Sin 0 Q g  + TTj + Sin 8 Got7Tj

Where x « magnet gap,

(57)The expressions for S and D were given by Stephens



APPENDIX II
The agreement between the observed position of the focus and 

the measured fringing field will be briefly discussed.
From the point of view of the focusing characteristics of 

the magnet the fringing field can be replaced by an ”equivalent 
field”, which is a step function of height equal to the field 
between the poles and extending a distance from the 
poles. ' Xq is defined by the relation 5*^^ dx = X̂ , where Hf
is the true fringing field* The value of X^ found from the
measured fringing field was 1,7 cms.

If a scale drawing is made of the wedge showing different
source positions S.] @tc, and the corresponding experimentally 
observed foci F̂ , %  etc, then the line joining 3̂  F|, Sg ^tc 
should pass through the vertex of the ”effective wedge” which has 
poles extending a distance X^ from the actual position of the poles# 
Figure 50 shows a photograph of such a scale drawing, and it is
seen that F.j etc atll pass through 0* the vertex of the effective
wedge P* 0* Q*. The real wedge is P 0 Q, The value of X^ found
from this diagram was 1,7 cms, in good agreement with the measured
fringing field.
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